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NOTE

the LDS church has a fascinating and colorful history about which
writers and artists have produced reams of material general histories
biographies articles debates great mission conversions as well as
historically based fiction in plays pictures stories books dance and

J

poetry

none of these can be

5

created out of imagination alone

history has

to be lived or learned before it can inspire any accounting
the purpose of MPHS is to help us learn our own unique pacific area
very little has ever been published
very little is
church history
even known
what of napela
addison pratt joseph dean samuel
ney
woo
woolley
hey the fernandez family we can ask ourselves what we know of
early mission days in our islands and of the people who did the
local gospel pioneering in tonga samoa the cooks new zealand
nd all the rest
each had something inspiring
tahiti fiji micronesia and
and different to tell us
if you ever attended one of the grand church
earlyy days have you ever written down your
conferences in lale
la ie in earl
laie
recollections in detail have you described a day in the old laie
MI A competitions
missionary school
the MIA
we hope you will let us know when you have
we hope you will
if
you need help we will try to give it
the mormon pacific historical society
wants to gather and publish our own pacific church history
nothing more
and nothing

less
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WELCOMING REMARKS

by

J

CAMEROM
ELLIOTT CAMERON

president

BYU

hawall
cawall

welcome to the beautiful campus of the north shore
brigham young university hawaii
those of you who have been
we
coming back each year know of the significance of this event
no makua
makus mahalo
are particularly pleased this year that the na
mehalo la

aloha

program is included for this evening
those who are being
honored have made life a little brighter for their having been
here and those of you who are presenting will shed new light on
some areas which will stimulate the rest of us

used to love to tell the story of the old
lamplighter who worked in the small community where he lived as a
boy each evening as dusk came on the old man would make his
fie
fle would put the ladder up
ile
he
rounds with his ladder and his torch
against the light post climb up and light the lamp step back
down pick up the ladder and proceed to the next lamp

sir harry lauder

after

sold
said
sald sir

harry the lamplighter would be
out of sight
street but I could always tell where he
had gone because of the lamps he had lighted
lamplighters
lighters like dr
those of you who are here today are lamp
edward rosenow
formerly of the mayo clinic in rochester
you have had experiences that brought you to your
minnesota
presentations of today when dr rosenow was a young boy his
was in great distress
brother became acutely 111
III
ill
iliAs the family worked
lil
lii
over the young
until the doctor arrived
the doctor
boy edward stood behind the doctor where he could see the anxious
and anguished faces of his parents when the doctor turned to
you can stop worrying now
the parents with a smile and said
young edward was impressed
your boy is going to be all
bli right
ali
ail
facos of his parents liehe resolved then
with the change on the faces
and there he said
to be a doctor so that 1I could also go
from that point this
around putting light in peoples faces
young man became a lamplighter
a while
down the

1

st lamplighter who ever lived Is spoken of most
greate
the greatest
often and we know of his having put the light of hope into the
all
ail
ali of us from death and
lives of numerous people he redeemed el
made it possible for us to qualify for celestial glory in the

city of eternal light

lighters some of them
lamplighters
conference Is about lamp
have lit lights in the past which may have grown dim from lack of
As researchers and writers you know that many bright lights
use
post
and which because of people like
have been struck in the past
you throw greater light on our understanding of our origins and
peoples places and events which are significant for us to know
each of you present will strike a spark with some or all of those
today we are lighting lamps
who listen
again I1 welcome you to this fifth annual conference of LDS
history in the pacific we believe this conference belongs here
on this campus and that as others come to see the facilities and
taste of the afruits of your research that they too will know that
that this is special place
today our

sla

MIRONESIA
MI
MIRONE
SIA GUAM
crones1a
minone

FIJI

R

AND OTHER

polynesian
nonpolynesian
NON

AREAS

by

tseh
britsch
lanier bri

than brown
rule the peoples of this area have black rather then
straighter
liter
skin curly or kinky hair rather than the generally straig
hair of polynesia and smaller but taller body build there is
question that LDS missionaries were kept away from the
little
melanesian areas during earlier times because of the mormon
restriction against blacks holding the priesthood until the
no one with high ecclesiastical
mid to late 1950s
however
authority in the church had seriously looked into the question
of the eligibility of the melanesians holding the priesthood
even after missionaries were assigned to fiji in 1954 there was
some question about this matter
but president mckay was satisfied by anthropologists at the national museum in suva that the
in
melanesian peoples were in no way related to african negroes
1958 he authorized church leaders to ordain fijians
Fiji ans who have a
ahe priesthood
considerable mixture of polynesian blood to the
although some fijian families had joined the church prior to that
time
this move by president mckay did much to give the work
momentum among the local people
the history of fiji is filled with all the drama and
interest of the old south pacific the local people were
and missionaries as
regarded by foreign visitors settlers
from 1860 to the end of the
treacherous and dangerous cannibals
a complete
century however
social revolution took place
governmen
men t
government
civic and govern
credit for this change goes to dedicated
both fijian and british and to christian missionaries
leaders
t hod s t
methodist
lasting missionary efforts had been started by me
preachers in 1835 by 1840 a printing press had been imported
from britain and portions of the new testament were soon
2
published in Fijian
fijian2
the accomplishments of the missionaries were many As
latourette says their preaching their training of teachers
their translation and printing of the bible their creation of a
system of elementary schools
their systematic preparation of
inquirers for church membership and their own devotion had
among these results were the cessation of
3
marked re susits
of
before the turn or
tribal warfare and the end of cannibalism had
espoused christithe century the vast majority of fijians
anity as taught by one or another of the various denominations
history
there are some interesting similarities between the
hawaii lies 22 degrees
and geography of hawaii and of fiji
north and fiji 17 degrees south of the equator and their climates
of
are similar although hawaii has only seven islands
ninety two
along with another ninetytwo
importance and fiji has thirteen
that are inhabited and two hundred that are not the islands of
lautoka are situated and
viti levu on which suva arenandi and lastoka
even the
almost identical in size
the big island
hawaii
total populations of the two areas are similar hawaii with
As

wrote president
slowed down to look around
ebbie L davis
dayis in 1973 as he reflected on his missionary
responsibiliiy
responsibility
it has become increasingly clear that there is
so much to do here that we are going to get very little done
there are so many programs construction
real estate
leadership
training increasing
numbers
of
translation
missionaries church schools localization of leadership new
areas to open etc that we will only be able to push all of
them forward a little way rather than pushing a few programs a
long way
with our six separate national governments to
deal with five kinds of money ten major languages
and the
great distances between our areas in the mission at times it
seems like an impossible task half of the mission presidents
we have all
time is usually spent away form the office and home
three major south pacific ethnic groups in our mission there
rarotongan
are polynesians in rarotonga
Raro tonga and niue melanesians in fiji
the
new hebrides and the solomons and micronesians in the gilberts
and nauru
lauru variations and adaptations are required in the
missionary program and the leadership training program for all of
these distinct peoples it seems quite clear that this is a
some day divisions will have to be made
mission of missions
along ethnic and cultural lines
if not national lines until
their time comes it will be the responsibility of the mission
president to try his best to make sure all areas get equal and
1 I
appropriate time and care for their particular needs 111
11i
ebbie davis was describing the fiji suva mission in 1973
but his words
might well have
with only a few name eha
enges
anges
cha
chaanges
chnanges
described the micronesiaguam
micronesia guam mission area in 1980 in fact
in
a
interview with president perron
ferron C losee in 1984 he reported
same situation
almost the some
he said that his mission field
on
the isles of
fulfilled the prophecies relating to thoseguam
ile
lle
lie
the sea
he pointed out that the micronesiaguam
mission covers
micronesia
a vast amount
of territory it is 6000 miles across and has
numerous cultural groups
at least nine major languages are
spoken in different island groups
plus english japanese and
some filipino dialects
are six governing bodies in the
there
micronesiaguam
micronesia guam mission
all of the problems of newness that
president davis mentioned concerning fiji certainly apply here
As

we

have

I1

territoryit

THE

FIJI

MISSION AREA

HUB
HUR OP
OF THE SOUTHWEST

PACIFIC

years that the church was in the pacific
mssisonary
limited to the peoples of polynesia and
australia it was not until 1954 that missionary work began in
the melanesian islands specifically in fiji anthropologists
new caledonia
generally classify the peoples of fiji
vanuatu
guinee as part
formerly the new hebrides
the solomons and new guinea
of the pacific negroid family great diversity exists
however

for the

a

110
first
work was

965000 and fiji with 612046 in 1980 hawaii and fiji have both
of income
relied on sugar and tourism as important sources
of the sugar industry in both states has
this development
the racial and therefore
to an unusual degree
determined
I
americonfigurations before the 1860s and the amer
their cultural
can civil war the southern states of the united states produced
ng
during
rut
but dur
the worlds supply of cotton put
a large percentage of
1

i

2

sent elders boyd L harris and sheldon L abbott to begin working
1954
in suva they organized the suva branch on september 5
only two missionaries were allowed into the country by immigration officials and these elders probably would not have been
allowed had there not been a small group of tongan members of the
5
church living there
for several decades cecil B smith a
there5
therea
mary
vea ashley and their families
part
and mele
partttongan
partT tongan
I rst
carried on church meetings on a small scale when the ffirst
missionaries arrived in suva they spent their time working with
their message but concentrated
all people who were interested insamoan
minority this population
their efforts on the tongan and
base was too small for much success
recelve the necessary encouragement
recelle
the work in fiji did not receive
for it to grow until january 1955 when president david 0 mckay
stopped over in suva
he like many missionaries and mission
leaders before him traveled through fiji without considering it
seriously as a mission field because he was delayed for a day
in suva he happened to meet elders harris and abbott on the
lonar
ionar ies
les
miss
that there were missionaries
missionar
street evidently he was not aware
missional
or members of the church there on sunday january 9 president
and sister mckay and elder franklin D murdock attended a sacrament meeting at the home of brother cecil smith in attendance
mekay told
twenty eight members of the church president mckay
were twentyeight
he
the little group that he considered the occasion significant
said that when he and hugh J cannon visited suva in 1921 they
did not feel that the time was right to introduce the gospel
now
however he felt inspired to tell the saints that it was
he
time to begin building up the kingdom of god in fiji
emphasized example
personal missionary work and good deeds
he
find a piece of land upon which to build a chapel

the civil war while the US
supply almost ceased planters in
hawaii and fiji invested heavily in cotton
before their efforts
had produced a profit
however the american south was back in
business and hawaii and fiji had to look for a better agricultural industry sugar was the answer in both places
just as in hawaii where the plantation magnates brought
laborers in from china japan the philippines and elsewhere
the sugar producers in fiji imported first other melanesians and
then thousands of indians the fijian government made arrangements with the british government of india in 1878 to bring in
indian laborers for a period of five years if the laborers
stayed for that time they were free to go home at their own
expense
if they remained for an additional five years however
their return passage would be paid or they could remain in fiji
if they wished although there were abuses in the so
called
socalled
indenture system
thousands of indians preferred life in fiji
to that at home in india by 1916 when recruitment stopped
there were almost forty thousand indians in fiji the indian
part of the population has grown rapidly far outdistancing the
fijian by 1978 there were 272447 fijians and 306957 people of
indian extraction
most of the
thie indian immigrants were hindus and members of
castes highly restricted groups which because of religious and
eonomic
ennomic sanctions remained separate from one another
but by
crossing the sea the laborers lost caste as far as the people in
furthermore
Futher more the conditions on ships and in
india were concerned
futhermore
company housing in fiji made keeping of caste rules especially
separate eating
impossible
As a result
the caste system
disappeared among indians in fiji
belief in hinduism and islam however has not dimninshed
among the indian population
about seventy per cent are hindu
twenty
twentyfive
five per cent are muslim and the remainder are sikhs and

1

suggested66
suggested

landlau
land at
in late march the church purchased a large piece of landlat
des veuex and berry roads on a hill overlooking the city and
B
mckay
president mekay
brother murdock and wendell
harbor
mendenhall had seen the land when the church building committee
prepared plans for the chapel they did so with the small size of
mekay however
decided that the
the branch in mind president mckay
suva chapel should be a manifestation of the churchs interest in
ding be constructed the
building
buli
bull
the area and asked that a large buil
it
completed chapel is almost as big as standard stake centers
has all of the normal LDS chapel features such as a cultural
hall with a stage a kitchen classrooms and so on the suva
chapel is designed to allow free movement of air and
it also has
i

4
christians4
christianso
Christians
because the

indian people in fiji have remained much to
themselves and have maintained their native languages hindu
urdu tamil and telugu and religious beliefs and because the
original immigrants were generally illiterate for many decades
j ians
the indians lagged behind the fi
fijians
lans in basic literacy and
more recently however
edu
caton
educaton
educator
there has been a surge among
them to acquire all the education possible
indians now hold a
signigicant
significant number of government positions as well as places in
business education and industry most fiji indians now speak a
composite language called hindustani which is closely related to
hindi
between 1874 and 1970 fiji was a british colony suva was
the site of the administrative offices not only for fiji
but
also for all other british areas of the western pacific but in
1970 fiji gained independent dominion status the constitution
guarantees rights similar to those found in the US constitution english is the language of government
LATTER
LATIER DAY SAINTS missionary WORK
LATTERDAY
LATIERDAY
IN FIJI began
officially
in may 1954 when the first presidency assigned this area to the
samoan mission the following august president howard B
stone

forr many years
other adaptations to the tropical climate fo
I tt le branch ratt
led around in the structure and even they
the Ilittle
rattled
mekay had made a mistake
wondered whether president mckay
the first
the building was under construction
while
presidency decided to transfer fiji to the tongan mission because
the tonga mission president regularly passed through fiji to
also new zion
travel from one area of his mission to another
always came through fiji the
elders who were heading for tonga
19587 A record attendance
transfer took place on january 15 1958.7
of ofninety
ninety three people were at that meeting
ninetythree
this record was soon replaced however when president
some

1 1

3

over the years since that time this family the second
fijian family to join the church has been part of the foundation
of the church in fiji
the oldest son josefa for instance has
grown up in the church and has held important responsibilities in
it like any other active LDS boy he held the offices of the
aaronic priesthood and then served in the MIA and sunday school
president district clerk
later he became branch clerk branch when
twenty eight
he was twentyeight
and district president
and in 1974
years old he was called as a member of the mission presidency
11
he directed the seminary program for a time
progress during the 1960s was steady but not dramatic by
1966 150 people regularly attended district conferences in suva
but three years later the number had grown tp
to almost five hundred
11
and the district was divided
in july 1971 the first presidency approved the creation of
ts
the fiji mission and elder howard W hunter presided at iits
organization at that time there were only seven branches of the
home
church in fiji but niue and the cook islands needed a
membership at
and they were added to the mission total mission me
sherman lindholm who with his wife
the end of 1971 was 3097
was serving a mission in suva was asked to lead the mission
during its first year in 1972 ebbie L davis who was a
teacher at liahona high school in tonga was called to fill the
three year term as mission president
first bythreeyear
president metays
1972
mckays prophecy concerning the large
mekays
suva chapel was fulfilled
at every district conference that
Fiji
year the building was filled with latterday
day saints fijians
ans
Pij lans
pijians
ians
latter
sammans
Sa moans new Ze alanders australians
Ton gans samoans
Rot umans tongans
indians rotumans
rothmans
europeans and americans
the growth and development of the fiji mission since 1972
president davis and president kenneth
has been rapid and varied
M
palmer who followed him directed the expansion of the church
into several new areas they also presided over a redivision of
in 1975
along new lines they strengthened the
the mission
educational efforts of the church a matter we will discuss
shortly and emphasized translation work in the seven languages
that were spoken in the mission temple work too was stressed
As was
true in other parts of the south pacific during
1976
february
the saints in the fiji suva mission were
encouraged and strengthened by the first area conference in their
president spencer W kimball president N eldon
country
tanner and elders haight simpson and hales spent only six hours
mission saints but during that time the visitors
with the fijimission
fiji
observed a cultural program that included songs and dances from
new caledonia
now called the
rotuma
rothma
the gilbert islands
and fiji the saints presented president
republic of Kiri
bati
kiribati
a gi
sperm whale tooth
a
gift
babua
ft of great
kimball with a tabua

visited suva
suvi

in may on his return from the new zealand
zealan
over
ove
on may 4 he dedicated the chapel
temple dedication
three hundred people were in attendance at the feast cultural
cultura
entertainment and actual dedication services
in his talk
president mckay told the assembly that the time would soon come
corn
when not only the chapel but also the recreation hall would be
b
filled to overflowing with members of the church
when president mckay arrived in suva on may 2 he voiced hi
his
strong concern that the government was still allowing only two
tw
proselyting missionaries into the country the day following the
th
mckay

dedication president mckay along with mission president fred W
stone wendell B mendenhall and the church attorney morris
morri
scott visited sir ronald garvey governor of fiji garvey had
ha
mue
muc
much
t he visitors that he was very mueh
attended the meeting and told the
impressed with the dedication services of the suva chapel and
an
athatij
athatu he now has a better appreciatiton of what the church iis
doand
missionareis
doind
missionarei
areis
after receiving assurances that mormon mission
would never be a charge or a burden on the colony and hearing
hearin
tttt it is the LDS missionary method to call on all people
tha
christian or other governor garvey promised president mckay that
he would discuss the matter with the council and give a hasty
hast
answer two weeks later the church received word that the
th
missionary quota had been increased by six this remains the
th
quota to the presenta
present
present88
when additional elders arrived it was possible to broaden
broade
the field of activity within a year elders were working iin
i
La
utoka fijis second largest city at nausori near suva and in
lautoka
lastoka
the lau group of islands in th
february
in february
thee direction of tonga
februar
a fijian
1959 president M vernon coombs ordained gideon dolo
an elder and sent him to the lau group as a missionary along
aion
alon
with the foreign elders he was the first fijian to hold the
th
9
melchizedek priesthood9
Priesthood
hav
sokia family who have
the story of the conversion of the dokia
become stalwarts in the church illustrates well the workings of
the lord among the fijian people in about 1948 a relative of
the dokia
sokia family who worked for the carnegie library in suva
picked up a discarded book that was titled WHAT OF THE MORMONS
youn
he later gave it to kini dokia
sokia who with her husband and young
family
the restored
read the story of the latterday
restore
latter day saints andgeorge
albent
church the dokia
albert
sokia family then knew nothing about
alber
smith
the man who had sent the book to the library they
the
however
cherished the book much as they loved the bible kini
was a staunch roman catholic
and her husband was an inactive
methodist
A
year or two after LDS missionaries were assigned to suva
the elders called at the dokia
sokia home when they introduced a
made
tract called joseph smith tells his own story the cokias
sokias mad
the connection between their book on the mormons and the message
the missionaries were presenting the dokia
th
sokia family studied the
gospel carefully and by 1958 every member joined the church
even before their conversion sister dokia
t
sokia took her children to
primary
they were the first three to graduate from that
tha
organization in fiji

11

prestige
the general authorities presented the saints with their
special witness of the gospel and taught them concerning their
responsibility to be involved in missionary work in works of
brotherly kindness and to lengthen their stride in building the
kingdom of god elder simpson stressed the importance of the
fiji suva mission as a leader in taking the gospel to all pacific

4

president kimball emphasized among other things the
importance of living the ten commandments as well as the
commandments
comand ments jesus taught in the sermon on the mount
is
there
no greater example of the type of life we latterday
day saints
latter
should follow than the life of the savior
the 980 people in
re
more
attendance left the meetings with a new resolve to live mo
like lives 12
christ
christlike
in 1979
about thirty missionaries were assigned to fiji
proper
of that number
six were from north america four were
an
allowed from tonga and the rest were local missionaries
additional ten missionaries were laboring in new caledonia which
had been part of the mission since 1975
eight elders from the
british commonwealth were then working in the new hebrides now
and another eight missionaries were teaching
called vanuatu
the gospel in the gilbert islands now called Kiri
bati
kiribati
beginning early in the missions history considerable effort
was dedicated to translation projects
because of the diversity
of languages spoken in various parts of the fiji suva mission it
was difficult to make much headway on many fronts
but some
undertakings were more important than others
in 1980 the church
peop
peoples
deop I1 es

published

done in

the

fiji

book of

and in

mormon

in

salt lake city

fijian translation

work was

in fiji
and the
the development of church schools
establishment of the church in new caledonia the new hebrides
and the gilbert islands deserve our attention
both public and
private education was provided in fiji but most schools are
operated either by local committees or by church groups the
leaders of the church in suva recognized in the mid 60s that the
suva chapel afforded an excellent facility for an LDS school
most of the young people of the church found it necessary before
that time to attend schools that were operated by other religious
denominations in an effort to create and LDS setting for
elementary education
the church school system approved the
crea tion of the LDS elementary school in suva brother charles
erea
creation
creatlon
I rst
mohi was imported from new zealand to serve as the ffirst
principal and local teachers mostly LDS were hired to teach
the classes
13
the school was opened in february 1969
although there were some periods of adjustment to the local
education system during the first three or four years by the end
of 1973 the school had well over a hundred students and the
educational standard satisfied the church and the government
A
all
att
and itilB
later the school was divided into school atl
with
the older grades meeting in a newer chapel in north suva and the
lower grades remaining at the original chapel
14
As
early as 1970 mission leaders in tonga and fiji were
young
talking about opening a high school in suva or nausori
Nau sori
1

1113

latterday
latter day saints

president james P
christiansen and the fiji mi missionaries
ssionaries believed that a high
school could help attract many young people into the church
the
school could also provide a much
needed service to the people of
muchneeded
ile idea did not gain support among t he
tie
lle
rst
lle Ffirst
tie
ile
fiji but tthe
I y
presidency of the church until ear
1974 shortly af
early
ter he
after
president of the church
I I
spencer W kimba
became
sent
kimball
needed

the school

the

1I

1

commi
cammi
ono r
ss i one
commissioner

of

education

neal

maxwell

to

fiji

1 1

to

do

a

feasibility

study he
along with alton wade who administered
church schools in the pacific at that time made a positive
lon to president kimball and the new school the LDS
at ion
recommendation
recommendat
recommend
fiji technical college opened in a beautiful new campus in 1975

the colleges curriculum is oriented toward trades and vocations
most of the faculty
but it also includes an academic emphasis
are local people howard wolfgramm was the first principal
perhaps the most exciting fact is that about half of the sstudent
body iiss composed of indians this is also true of the elementary
school
these students many of whom are members of the church
15
may well be the future missionaries of the church to india15
India 05
india05
the seminary program of the church was established in the
suva mission in 1973 since that time the enrollemnt
enrollenint has
fiji
grown steadily
in 1978 128 students were enrolled in home
study classes in seminary 137 were taking institute courses by
individual study and another 147 students those who were
enrolled at the technical college were taking daily religion
by 1984
16
courses
1984t 372 students were enrolled at the college
courses16
church growth in fiji has been steady and impressive A
day saints hold positions of prominence in
number of latterday
latter
ro tevita
government
education and business for example
tu a social welfare officer in the fijian government and
logovatu
Logova
paramount chief of the rewa district surrounding suva
is an
br ighain young
active member of the church and a graduate of brigham
nemani delaibatiki also a member is
Unive risty hawaii campus
univeristy
editor of one of fijis two major dailyW newspapers
on june 12 1984
hunter of the quorum of
elder howard
organized the suva fiji stake he called
the twelve apostles
as stake president president
a convert
in 1974
anosi
inosi naga
t ion
naga is CES administrator and director of religious educa
aduca
lon in
education
naga is a man of spirituality knowledge of the gospel and
fiji
17
a fine administrator17
07
administrator07
administrator
during the 1950s
CHURCH ACTIVITY IN NEW CALEDONIA began
and in 1984 included over six hundred members at the time of
a
day saints migrated to the
few tahitian latterday
its beginning
latter
french overseas territory to work in a nickel smelter in july
1961 the first presidency authorize
authorizedd president kendall young of
niumea the capital of new
the french polynesia mission to go to noumea
caledonia and organize the city tahitian members into a branch
niumea and called teahu
leahu manoi
in october president young visited noumea
niumea
an elder in the priesthood to be first president of the noumea
branch
possibility of opening
president young investigated the possiblity
tie
lle
ile learned that the populace
missionary work in the territory he
which consisted at that time of 80061 people was divided among
europeans of french extraction 28454
melanesians 32334
the population had
by the early 1970s
and others
12016
risen to well over 100000 people
president young concluded that it was time to proselyte the
gospel in new caledonia and took the necessary steps to gain
but it proved
government recognition of the church there
in 1967
him
0r
f f leu I t ffor
di
bin
hin to obtain visas for missionaries
difficult
mett
president karl M richards of the french polynesia mission me
1

at that time the noumea
niumea saints
niumea branch into two units
the noumea
also approved a decision to enlarge the chapel the division of
niumea branch gave the district presidency a reason to be
the noumea
before long district officers were directing regular leadership
meetings and a district council similar to a stake high council
was organized
mission records reveal that by 1976 the full
program of the church including seminary was operating in new
caledonia in july 1978 there were 382 members of the church in
had been
Tont outa branch
this area and a third branch the tontouta
organized through
careful and regular negotiations with
government officials
sv president palmer arranged to have one
official
expatriate i e non frenchmissionary in new caledonia for every
two french missionaries
this arrangement has made it possible
for the church to increase the number of missionaries and to
niumea area
the next big step
expand missionary work beyond the noumea
of new
will be to extend the work among the melanesian people
caledonia in 1978 the first presidency called georges L
bouurget of eastern canada to replace president palmer as mission
advantages of
president
combined
bouget
the
president
commonwealth citizenship with a native fluency in both english
and french since that time the church has continued to grow
in 1984 there were over eight hundred members in new caledonia

the high commissioner and governor of new caledonia
monsieur M jean Riste
and convinced him of the need ffor
rucci
ristorucci
risterueci
risterucci
0r
mormon missionaries
in noumea
niumea
high commissioner Riste
rucci
risterucci
risterueci
ristorucci
approved visas for six missionaries in february 1967 with the
understanding that the number would soon be raised to ten
president richards then asked the first presidency to authorize
missionary work in new caledonia in august 1967 elder paul H
dunn of the fir
st council of the seventy travelled to noumea
first
niumea and
recommended that it was time to move into new caledonia on
october 6 1967 the first presidency approved this action
on may 2 1968 elder thomas S monson of the quorum of the
twelve visited noumea
niumea and under instructions from president david
mekay dedicated the land of new caledonia for the preaching
0 mckay
of the gospel
two months later on july 15 1968 the first LDS
missionaries arrived in noumea
niumea
they were harold and jeannine
richards and their daughter jacquelina harold was the son of
president karl M richards
harold had learned french on his
first mission in france jeannine was a native of france their
knowledge of the french language and people was essential for
success in this area where french was the official language of
government and the language of a significant part of the people
although the high commissioner had granted the church
permission to have six missionaries
the established churches
particularly the roman catholics opposed this move and
successfully delayed the entrance of additional elders until
january 1969 at that time elders james A tatton and lyie
W
lyle
parker received visas and entered the country
18
country18
when president richards first met with high commissioner
rucci the commissioner suggested that the church should buy
Riste
ristorucci
risterucci
risterueci
land and build a large and impressive chapel
with this in mind
a
harold richards bought
piece of
choice
land
but
unfortunately someone in the church building department decided
that the branch in noumea
niumea was too small to justify more than a
a small building that consisted
ing
building
first phase build
of
more than a chapel area because of this tactical error
little
the church had a difficult time gaining support from french
administrators in noumea19
although mission leaders in tahiti were concerned about the
saints and missionaries in new caledonia the distance between
the two countries was too great for the mission president to
i si t
vvisit
there very often the church did grow during the first
1701s
five years of the
70s but not to the extent that might have
been possible with closer supervision
in september
1973 and
again in october 1974 elder groberg regional representative and
the mission presidents discussed which mission could better serve
the needs of new caledonia tahiti or fiji in june 1975
the
i rs t
F
presidency transferred new caledonia to the fiji suva
first
mi ss ion
20
lon
Mission
mission20
ion20
the new caledonian members were soon incorporated into the
mainstream of the mission
and branch leaders attended
district
regional meetings in suva a thing that would have been impossiPa
papeete
ble in papette
peete and when the first area conference was held in
february 1979 fifty members from new caledonia traveled to suva
to participate
in may 1976 president kenneth M palmer divided
wi
with
th
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VANUATU

the

new

hebrides

AND THE SOLOMON

ISLANDS

the
through the efforts of presidents davis and palmer
although
church established missionary work in the new hebrides
povuation
the new hebrides are made up of eighty islands and a population
the
of close to 90000 people approximately the same as tonga
church has moved into this area only since 1974 the organization
of the fiji mission created the impetus to open missionary work
in this area
the new hebrides are racially part of melanesia the
islands were governed until 1980 by a condominmium administered
jointly by the united kingdom and france english french a and a
kind
slama
bislama
variety of local dialects are spoken as well as Bi
of pidgin english that is rapidly becoming the universal language
of melanesia the condominium was headed locally by french and
who were assisted by a joint
british resident commissioners
advisory council but who also lead dual governments
i rst
day saints to live in the new
known latterday
the ffirst
latter
i can
11
american
amerlean
II when thousands of amer
hebrides since world war
servicemen were stationed there were several tongan families who
19501s
these
migrated to port vila or simply vila in the late 1950s
members were not organized into a branch however until july 15
created the port vila branch
1973 when president ebbie L davis greated
i rst
at that time the Ffinst
first
with lanipoto
Lani poto fehoko as president
e I yt
proselyting
but
at i ng
presidency had not approved the area for pros
because the area was part of the fiji mission president davis
although not
traveled from island to island andnewdetermined that
hebrides were prepared for
all of the major islands of the
the gospel some parts were
president davis visited a mr townsend the british resident
i ng i ng
bringing
possibility of br
possiblity
and
the
commissioner
discussed
1

6

missionaries into the country townsend encouraged president
davis to pursue the matter as soon as church leaders approved the
move
eight months later in june 1974
the first presidency
gave its blessing to opening the new hebrides the solomons and
the gilbert and ellice groups
when president davis visited mr townsend on june 11
1974
he found that the resident commissioner was still favorable to
the LDS desires but he informed president davis that he could
approve visas only for british commonwealth citizens
the french
resident commissioner could approve visas for french citizens
other people would have to be approved by both commissioners
all
i f f i cu it
and this would
probably prove ddifficult
ffirst
LDS
i rst
the
gans who were
tongans
missionaries to enter the new hebrides were Tion
tiongans
commonwealth citizens they arrived in port vila on january 12
A week
175
on january 26
1975 president and sister
later
davis flew to port vila where they along with branch president
and sister fehoko and elders mokofisi and malohifolou
malohifoou met
together to dedicate the new hebrides islands to the preaching of
the gospel
together they climbed a small hill in port vila and
president davis offered the dedicatory prayer to turn the key for
the establishment of the church there
four months later two canadian elders elders olsen and
were transferred from the canada montreal mission at
lowry
that point the immigration officer in the new hebrides decided
that four LDS missionaries were enough
his action was
symptomatic of greater problems yet to come
the church did grow
slightly by 1978 there were 83 members and in 1984 there
remained 120 the new government of vanuatu was hostile to LDS
missionaries and soon missionary work was curtailed before the
ed missionaries were working in port vila in defate
stopped
work stop
and
efate
Rug
ruganville
at santo Lugan
luganvilie
21
anville
vilie espirito santo Island
island21
although presidents davis and palmer both tried to obtain
from the government of the solomon islands to
permission
establish the church in that area neither was successful
in
1974 the solomons were in the final stages of obtaining complete
independence from the
when president davis applied for
be british
visas for missionaries he was told that the visas could not be
granted because three other churches had recently moved into the
islands and that rather than bringing peace they had caused
inter village wars government leaders desired peace and unity
intervillage
at the time of independence therefore they had decided not to
LDS
allow any new churches at this writing there are no IDS
ils
missionaries in the solomon islands22
Islands 22
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educational missionaries arrived there
primitivee in kiribati as in any
living conditions may be as primitiv
1978
elder
other area in the pacific in a letter of december
richard M pratt who with his wife adline was teaching school
ki
I
in ribali
Kiri
bati described the status of the church the islands the
kiribati
hirl
ribati
tarawa
school and the people on carawa
pratt who was
this is our tenth day in the islands andwrote
to tell
words fail
fall
fell
feli
fali ago
obviously suffering from culture shock
in
the true story
it is as primitive as a thousand years
the ways they live yet there are elements of civilization such
as the narrow oiled road that stretches the length of the island
on the lagoon side
the other signs of modern culture are
all purpose stores 30
the bank the post office and 2 or 3 tiny allpurpose
minutes and 30 cents from our village of eita
is thickly covered with coconut
the island he continued
t rees
they are the staff of life without the coconut tree
trees
they eat it wear it
life would cease to exist herefromliterally
and burn the rest to cook
it campus
drink it build their huts
acre
leased for 99 years
their rice and fish our five ocean
on the south to the road on
by the church spreads from the
the north next to the lagoon
15
1215
our
native constructed
nativeconstructed
buildings
consist of 12
buildings completely made of coconut except the two teachers
there are no
thereare
homes have the luxury of concrete floors
the upper half of
glass windows no doors that can be lockedpassage
of air
the
to allow free
walls are open
the
oftenblowing
often blowing trade winds make the heat bearable
building
the center of the campus is dominated by the main mane
imaneaba
maneaba
abb
aba
some 30 by 40 feet in size and called by the natives
place
means central gathering
its steep roof
Mane aba
maneaba
is gracefully designed and
supported on 12 coconut posts
this covered area is the chapel
resembles a bird in flight
assembly hall and center of all campus and branch activities
these
the graveled floor is covered with thin coconut leaf mats
are picked up and stored after each sunday service about 120
nat i ves sit on the thin mats no chairs sing without accompaninatives
i ngs
meetings
11 1130
30 the meet
f rom 9 unt
until
ment and rejoice in the gospel from
ford more
afford
follow each other for these people are too poor to af
than one bus fare a sunday some come saturday night and 23 sleep
as they have at home
on the gravel
it is just as good
although elder and sister pratt found the standard of living
part of the world they also
ar
ffar
lower than in the developed patt
found a people who desired more education for their young people
1

little
pacific

the south
where thousands of servicemen lost their lives during world war
11
tarawa a with its population of fifteen or twenty thousand
II carawa
is only a series of coral islets that make a fortymile
people
forty mile
chain beside a triangular shaped lagoon the highest point on
the atoll is fifteen feet above seal level
until 1975 however
tarawa served as the administrative center ffor
0r
the gilbert
a

remembered dots in

means

of

a

people reside in the entire republic
r
the minute size of these micronesian islands and their
thel
thei
notwithstanding since
unimportant status on the world globe
1972 kiribati has played an interesting and faithpromoting
faith promoting role
in the development of the church in the pacific in 1972 there
were no latterday
day saints in the gilbert islands in 1984 there
latter
two branches and
were over 500 baptized members plus children
aducat
educat i on
a church secondary school
in 1976 church service education
tarawa and in 1978 the first
missionaries were sent to carawa

KIRIBATI

to most older people the

british crown
bati
republic of Kiri
kiribati

ellice islands

and

7

itt

flew to tarawa with
mission president in fiji
1975
the following day the
the missionaries on october 19
group met in a cemetery on betio
and president
tarawa
batio carawa
little
palmer dedicated the kiribati to the preaching of the gospel
As
is frequently true when the church moves into new areas
Caf
opposition arose from both roman cat
catholic
holic and protestant church
leaders when school opened at AKAS in early 1976 only
&f
ter
after
seventeen students enrolled
students who were converted af
the six missionaries returned to the country were almost the only
students in the school the other students left because of the
indirect association between the church and the school waitea
arteen
two board members two teachers and thi
rteen
thl
thirteen
the headmaster
students had joined the church since october on sunday january
24 1976 waitea was ordained an elder and set apart as president
249
of the tarawa branch the AKAS school buildings were used
the sudden drop in enrollment caused a
for church meetings
that were being paid
crisis for the school for it hadto debts
save the school and also to
in order
through student tuition
maintain the churchs base of operation the church education
system CES provided a modest amount of financial help to keep
the school solvent CES also decided to send a professional
hewiettt and his wife pat to tarawa from liahona
howlett
hewlett
teacher grant howlet
service basis
high school
howletts
the How
rowletts
letts were called on a church
they and their five children arrived in the gilberts in august

schooling that created the opportunity
their desire for scfiooling
for the church to enter kiribati
Kiri bati
Iin
n 1972 officials in church schools in tonga began receiving
letters from waitea abiuta
abiata the headmaster of a small secondary
school known as AKAS
an abbreviation for Aur
auriaria
iaria kokol
ataria school waitea who represented a number of parents and
board members of the AKAS
asked church education leaders to
alow their children to attend liahona high school
these letters
were considered seriously by tongan
and church
mission
fiji
education system leaders and in september 1972 president ebbie
L davis
da vis visited carawa
tarawa
president davis of course saw tthis
hIs
situation as an
opportunity to start missionary work in the gilbert islands he
investigated carefully but found that the department
of
immigration had a policy that when a church
has 50 adult members
churchhas
it will be officially recognized and will be allowed to bring
foreign proselyting missionaries into the gilbert islands
24
Is lands
in effect this policy made it impossible to establish a new
or so it seemed in his survey of gilbert affairs
church
president davis learned that only six or seven pep
per
pet cent of all
children ages twelve through seventeen were offered any
educational opportunities the AKAS school had successful
success
fu I ly
successfu
successfully
1I

palmer

wa
wass
1

1

1

avoided the governments policy by sending students to various
church schools outside the gilbert islands now the board was
attempting to send students to liahona high school president
davis decided to recommend that twelve gilbertese students be
enrolled on a trial basis this recommendation was accepted by
church
george
in
puckett
and
officials
late 1972
superintendent of church schools in tonga and an associate went
to tarawa and selected twelve students
the following year
twelve more AKAS students were accepted
during 1972 and 1973 president davis sensed a certain
amount of hostility from the government toward the church and
AKAS in july 1974 however the attitude of the government
officials seemed to change for the better probably because local

1976

gilbertese administrators were replacing british officials mr
tnentoa the gilbertese minister of education told president
davis that he favored the expansion of secondary education and
welcomed LDS efforts in this field
25
field25
by the end of 1976
sixty gilbertese students had been
enrolled in liahona high school
of these students were
all
nonmormons
non mormons

they arrived in tonga however all but three or
four joined the church once again liahona high school played a
jour
significant role in missionary work
from his first visit to the gilberts in september 1972 until
he was released as mission president
president davis made
frequent visits with government officials in an effort to obtain
visas for missionaries
in late 1974 he and elder john H
groberg regional representative ffor
0r
the area
with
talked
president tonga toutai paie
paletulua
paletuua
Pale tuua
tulua of the tonga nukualofa
nukulalofa mission
about using gilbertese converts from liahona high school as
missionaries in their native islands president toutai supported
the plan and by october 1975
six gilbertese students had been
ordained elders and were prepared to serve missions
president
when

8

the

new

and
the school
brother howlett
hewiett became headmaster of
hewlett
of education
established excellent relations with the ministry open
and the
through his guidance the AKAS school remained
three students by
seventythree
enrollment increased from seventeen to seventy
early 1977 even though the roman catholic bishop demanded that
hewlett
hewiett
members of his church withdraw from the school brother howlett
offered the students so much that the enrollment did not decline
only a short time after elder howlett
hewiett arrived he began
hewlett
hearing reports that waitea the headmaster was not living a
heering
hewiett
hewlett
elder howlett
moral
life after a careful investigation
confronted waitea with the accusations waitea confessed hist
failings and was later excommunicated from the church this left
lef
hewiett and the church
hewlett
the school entirely in the hands of elder howlett
the local government withdrew the school from official registranecessary
essery for the CES to either take over the
essary
hec
tion and made it hee
school or to allow it to be closed down CES decided to take
and
schoolq
over the schoola
school lease the property on which it stands
change the name to the moroni community school
on january 1 1978 george and ana moleni from liahona high
malenis
tarawa the molenis
and their five children arrived on carawa
school
they
both held college degrees and were experienced teachers
were called to assist grant howlett
hewiett both in the school and in the
hewlett
branch nine months later the pratts arrived to begin their two
through their united service
years as education missionaries
in
the student body of moroni community high school grew to 120
1984 the student body was 240 and being held at that number
six gilbertese elders opened missionary
after the ffirst groups
followed but antimormon
anti mormon influence
work several similar
upon the department of immigration caused that agency to change

t 9 long
standing policy
longstanding
its

1I

with fifty adult
the country almost

the US government took over the
LDS presence on the
island of guam has been evident since
on
I r9 t
194499
194419
servicemens group was organized
1944s when the ffirst
august 25 1955 president joseph fielding smith visited guam and
in january 1957
dedicated it to the preaching of the gospel
the first fulltime
full time missionaries arrived elder mark E petersen
of the council of the twelve dedicated the first chapel in 1959
confined their
until the 197019 however the missionaries
efforts almost entirely to americans who were interested in the
church
micronesia guam
the headquarters of the micronesiaguam
before being made
partt of the japanese the northern far
mission in 1980 guam was par
honolulu missions
east the southern far east and the hawaii
and the kaneohe hawaii stake even though guam is separated from
in the spring of 1980 guam and
hawaiian
hawaila by 3300 miles of ocean
hawaiia
ferron C losee as
micronesia became a separate mission with perron
president guam like many parts of the fiji suva mission has
at least a stepchild after the early
been
if not an orphan
1970s however guam received considerable care and interest
from the hawaii honolulu mission and the kaneohe hawaii stake
me
the hawaii honolulu mission sent missionaries to guam in 1970
and after that time the church there grew from a branch to two
during the
wards which were made part of the kaneohe stake
mid 197019
and after that time the church grew from a branch to
mid197019
two wards which were made part of the kaneohe stake during the
mid 197019
mid197019
missionaries broadened their proselyting base to
include the chamorro people
in january 1975 president robert E crandall of the hawaii
jeffery frame to
honolulu mission sent elder callis carleton and jefferyframe
of the US trust territory in the mariana
saipan
saifan headquarters
islands this was the firt real move into micronesia proper
areas
elders carleton and frame like elders who have opened new roman
encountered opposition from the
elsewhere in the pacific
catholic clergy and also had difficulty arranging for an
appropriate place for meetings these problems notwithstanding
3000i
number about 113000
proselyter the people of saipan
they proselyted
saifan who
through the
and soon baptized their first convert a mr taylor
help of alfred mustang gonzales a member who was working on a
new airport the elders found a quonset hut for sunday meetings
replacements came for
and began holding services before long
the original elders and two additional missionaries brought the
force to four
had
brad nago one of the most important early converts
airport there he
come with his family to saipan
saifan to work on the good
friends the
met brother gonzales and the two men became
mel
story is told that nago saw gonzales at a cafe one day and they
brother
return to hawaii
planned
talked about gonzales
gonzales told brad nago that he needed a replacement as branch
president for the little dependent mormon branch that had been
cigar smoking brad
formed
brother gonzales jokingly informed cigarsmoking
nago
nago that he was the man for the position subsequently
and his family studied the gospel and were baptized in january
saifan
1976 he replaced brother gonzales as president of the saipan
remains
island in 1900

of allowing churches

which

bring foreign missionaries into
as soon as the church was officially registered as a legal body
during 1977
the department of immigration declared that the
church would have to use only gilbertese missionaries
in
an effort to train and strengthen these young men
president
palmer developed a policy of sending all foreign elders from the
area to tarawa for the last three or four weeks of their
fiji
missions gilbert island immigration laws allowed short stays of
in this way the
this kind
local elders were helped
considerably and the church continued to grow rapidly there
were 105 baptisms in 1977 and 95 in 1978.26
in october 1980
197826
construction began on a new chapel that was completed in 1982
even though some fixtures had not arrived from australia to be
installed the new branch president buren ratieta the first
Iikiribati
to so serve since waitea was released in 1976 held
kiribati
the first services in it in february 1982 almost 250 people
attended the president of the republic of kiribati attended
when that building was dedicated
during the festivities that
followed he told the audience that he and other leading government officials had objected to the LDS church being established
in kiribati because it is so influential he said they feared
that the church would divide the people but his attitude
changed after he saw the great contribution the church made to
the social
educational and cultural development of their
country they are now happy to welcome and cooperate with the
day saints
latterday
latterA manifestation
of his trust in the church is his appointment of baltika
balaika
baitika toun a branch president and member of the
parliament as minister of education in the presidents cabinet
is significant that the church once rejected on the basis of
it
legal technicalities and prejudice now stands in a position of
members to

1

trust

micronesiaguam
GUM
IM micronesiagum
micronesia GUAM
THE

MISSION

day saints
latterday
latter
guam
aware

lived in guam and many others
have been
and the islands of micronesia since world
of
war 11
II at that time the marshall caroline and mariana islands
with their tiny islands of majuro
kajuro kwajalein ponape truk yap
a larger saipan
saifan were forever ingrained on the minds of americans
and the world as allied troops fought through these islands
groups and branches of the
since world war 11
II
servicemens
church have continued on guam
guam
is a territory of the united states americas
westernmost outpost
played a large role in US defense
it
during
and
the korean
vietnam conflicts
and remains
to the US
1980 estimates place the
strategically important
population of guam around 120000 military personnel are much
in evidence but the local people the chamorros
Cha morros number well
over 60000
english is the official language of the island but
the chamorro lanugage
lanu gage
is still widely spoken guam was
controlled by the spanish for over two hundred years during
that period the local people were converted to roman catholicism
some

important

have

9

branch

un 11
unit

by

july

1978

nine
there were sixty
sixtynine

members of

this

new guinea pho
PNO
PNG
missionary work is papua newguinea
aside from australia
it is the most densely populated area in the pacific new guinea
is the second largest island in the world
dense jungles
its
mangrove swamps
cavanas
savanas and high mountains topped with snow
evidence a land of diversity and challenges for the church
PNGs rivers
forests and mountains have created an
isolating effect that has helped preserve a multitude of nations
and tribes within a nation
has been suggested that the seven
it
or eight hundred languages account for a sixth of the worlds
tongues most used are english tok pisin
add hirl
and
bisin pidgin
aqu
MQU
ca of the
tok pisin
franca
fran
bisin has rapidly become the lingua tran
country the vast majority of people in PNG are Melane
melanesians
sians but
within that classification are found a rich variety of cultures

new

through the enthusiastic encouragement of elder john H
groberg area supervisor for hawaii and the south pacific
president william W cannon of the hawaii honolulu mission led
the expansion of the mission into all seven districts of the US
trust territory over forty missionaries many of whom are from
tonga and samoa were soon proselyting on or near saipan
one
saifan
pauau
pahau one branch with 75 members
yap
branch with 122 members
one branch with 100 members
truk three branches with 200
ponape
members
threebranches
three branches with 300 members kwajalein
one branch with 75 members
and majuro
kajuro three branches with 325
members
in march 1979 there were 500 members of the church in
27
lands
is islands07
these Islands
but by 1983 the number had grown to over
07
lands27
3000 in nineteen branches
kiribati was assigned to this mission
in

late

i

and customs

the nation of

because the trust territory was under US protection and
control the church had no difficulty bringing missionaries into
however because of
the area the timing for entry was right
political changes that are taking place there
was administered bby th
not including kiribatiwas
micronesia
the
micronesianot
kiribati
island
united states as the US trust territory of the pacific islands
maid
from 1947 to 1982
mid
raid
to late1982
in raidto
late 1982 the US and the
midto
governments at
of the republic of palau sometimes spelled bilau
the federated states of micronesia which includes the states of
yap truk ponape and Kos
rae and the republic of the marshall
kosrae
kasrae
islands signed a compact of free association which was designed
to terminate the the trusteeship
the commonwealth of the
northern mariana islands is a legal part of the trust territory
until the trusteeship agreement is terminated it will then
become a US
territory there has been considerable confusion
in micronesia during the late 1970s and the early 198019
1980s as the
new governments have come into being and taken control land
purchases for chapels in particular were difficult because local
laws were not clearly established and government officers were
not prepared to make many
mady important decisions most recently
however relations with the new governments have been amicable
the entire population of guam kiribati and the present and
former trust territory is only 300000 people
spread over
thousands of islands in millions of square miles of ocean there
are nine distinct cultural groups and at least nine different
languages considering these facts
the church cannot expect to
bring large numbers of people into the kingdom nevertheless
through the programs of the church
including seminary and
possibly schools the church can expect to greatly enrich the
28
lives of many people in this farflung
far flung part of the world
world28

hinterland

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

area of the pacific to be

figures in parentheses are for

opened to

became independent on september 16

1975

one hundred years of colonial status under
germany
britain and australia it is part of the british
commonwealth of nations PNG includes not only the east end of
new guinea
the west half is called irian
irlan jaya part of
indonesia but also six hundred other islands
LDS missionaries
twenty five
guina for twentyfive
had visited new guinea
years or more before seriously attempting to gain a permanent
foothold shortly after becoming president of the australia
brisbane mission in july 1980 dennis D flake sent elder and
PNG
to port moresby
to open
sister L douglas johnson
missionary work there port moresby population 122000 is the
capital city the johnsons and other couples who have followed
them have devoted their time to gaining legal recognition for the
to making friends
and meeting with those who have
church
invited the missionaries to share the restored gospel with them
the church gained legal status in may 1981 and has the right to
lease land for chapels and other church buildings no land is
held free and clear to date LDS missionaries have not ventured
far beyond the capital but several branches of expatriates
have been formed in several mining districts on islands in
addition to the three or four branches in port moresby there are
small branches at lae arawa and rabaul
in april 1983 elder L tom perry of the quorum of the
twelve and bishop H burke peterson of the presiding bishopric
visited port moresby and elder perry offered a prayer dedicating
that land at the same time these church leaders and the mission
president held planning meetings to plot the future development
of the church in PNG it was decided to move slowly and baptize
only as many members as could be trained in doctrine government
PNO
and church administration
the idea was to prepare the PNG
members to govern themselves and then moved more quickly to
t 9 immediate
spread
the gospel beyond port moresby and Iits

following almost

1980

the newest major

PNG

LDS

1983

10

1

although the missionary couples who have labored there have
maintained a low profile and have not proselyted
proselyter openly many
people have asked to be taught and the church had grown to over
two
84
198384
750 by late 1983 A chapel was constructed in 1983
port moresby to serve
local young men had been called fromgeorge
mauhl and robert
missions in australia they were elders

go
i si s i
goisisi

although the plan of the church leaders was to contain
growth to limited numbers within the port moresby area there
were signs that because of the transient nature of the people the
gospel was finding its way into villages and homes outside the
29
capital
capital29
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multi
racial society with more than fifty
multiracial
constitute
different nationalities and races minority races
seven per cent of the total population of china a nation of over
most of the minority races in china
one billion people today
have their respective autonomous regions and still maintain their
however
own racial identities
and particular religious faith
some of the minorities have already been assimilated to the han
race of the chinese majority the israelites perhaps are the
typical example historically the israelites were not of
chinese origin and they lived in their motherland palestine
by sargon 11
II king of
until the kingdom of israel was defeated
A
af ter the
in 721 BC
short time after
the assyrian empire
captivity the israelites escaped mysteriously and moved toward
their north neighboring countries thereafter the israelites
became the lost people in the regions of the euphrates and they
were
ten
israel
lost tribes of
referred as the
prior to the fall of the assyrian empire in 612 BC
babylonia came to power as the new babylonian empire or chaldean
empire
allying itself with the medes and persians under king
they defeated the
nebipolassar and his son nebuchadnezzar
jerusalem was sacked and destroyed
egyptians in 605 BC
consequently the king and nobles of the kingdom of judah were
babylonian captivity
imprisoned in babylon and remained in
king of
until their liberation in 529 BC by cyrus the great
the persian empire the israelites migrated through central
china
silk route into the north western region ofapproxiasia along the silkroute
during the latter part of the zhou dynasty
perhaps
mately 600 BC the people of israel upon their arrival in
at their best taught the highest ideas of moral and
china
were
ethical excellence their social principles and values
identical with that of the chinese ethical a rules and systems
civilized race of
therefore the israelites were accepted as
people by the chinese and concepts such as the redeemer or the
in the
were also introduced to the chinese
holy one
T
Z
tub
tul
piana
pianj t akljeb
nes e eclassic
writing lieh tse jong ni pianrj4
chinese
ancient chi
lassie
lassle
there is the following passage

china

is

his face

confucius said that there will be
one born in the west west to china
the middle east
he
would be the only one to be the holy onei
onel
the most obvious israeli influence upon china is the
lalys
ial
lal SS
iguoh
guoh
chinese practice of lalen
gloh nian which literally means
passover festival
and iitt has been changed to the term of
spring festival or new year celebration after the overthrow of
the manchurian rulership the last chinese imperial dynasty in
1911
the chinese guoh
gloh nian
is
jewish
to
identical
the
passover festival both the chinese guoh
gloh nian
the israel
passover festival are during the beginning month and
in the lunar
calendar
the lord spake unto moses and aaron in the land of
egypt saying the month shall be unto you the beginning of
months
shall be the first month of the year to you 2
it
during this special occasion the israelites place lambs blood
upon their doors to avoid the destroying angels entering their
homes
and they shall take of the blood
and strike it on the
two side posts and on the upper door post of the houses wherein
they shall eat it and the blood shall be to you for a token
upon the houses where ye are and when I1 see the blood 1I will
pass over you ana
and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy
3
you
the chinese place red strips of paper on their doors
during guoh
gloh nian
and the chinese new year for good luck and
to be more free from disaster
before new years eve to please
the spirits the chinese traditionally clean their houses
even
putting away their left over food to give to beggars in the next
day
have the same tradition and customs in their
the
israelites
passover festival which marks the time when elijah is said to
visit each house of israel disguised as a beggar to see whether
or not the world is ready and worthy for a messiah4
messiah 4 on
messiahs
passover festival or spring festival
gloh nian
chinese guoh
none
of ye shall go out at the door of his house until the morning5
morning 5
mornings
therefore no visitors are accepted from the eve of the new year
until the following morning of the next daya
day6
the majority of
the chinese households do not sleep on chinese new year eve
in
the lunar calendar and eat unleavened dumpling at midnight on
the other hand the israelites on the night of the passover
festival do not go out but stay in their homes and partake of
7
unleavened bread called mazzah
at midnights
fazzah
midnight7
the
chinese
midnight
guoh
gloh nian passover festival
is the most serious and biggest
festival in china even in modern times although the chinese
government officially has adopted the western calendar practices
guoh
gloh nian the lunar chinese new year
or the chinese passover
fes
festival
tivai is still the most important festival and ceremony in
chinese custom the first two weeks of the new year to the
chinese people is the period of mutual greetings and bay nian
which means to ask for forgiveness to those whom a person has
offended
and to express thanksgiving to those to whom a person
is indebted the way of bay nian is to bow head to the ground
of the earth in order to show a persons sincerity and true
humbleness to his benefactors as well as to god
after a couple
of thousand years practicing the
ceremony the
guoh
gloh nian
chinese no longer know why they have such a mysterious tradition

THE LOST TRIBES OF ISRAEL IN THE PACIFIC AND ASIAN RIM

a

ettiagftemasicaathasiitawsiyafttemsnasfe saa
aad
eat

translated as follows
shang premier visited confucius and asked him whether
the three kings and the five emperors of china were the
shang
holies confucius answered that he knew not the whom

which is

is
premier was very astonished and asked again then
after a while with a very touching
to be the holy one

12

on

passover festival
guoh nian
of gloh
nevertheless they practice
is very similar to the offering sacrifices of adam and
it
it
eve after they were out of the garden of eden although they knew
not why they did offer sacrifices they did so because they were
commanded it would be so exciting and a great joy if the chinese
knew that the significance can be found in the bible as it has
been written
and ye shall observe this thing for an ordinance
to thee and to thy sons forever
and it shall come to pass
when your children shall say unto you what mean ye by this
8
gloh nian
service
of guoh
that ye shall say it is the
serviced
service8
sacrifice of the lords passover who pass over the houses of the
children of israel in egypt when he smote the egyptians and
delivered our houses and the people bowed their heads and
9
wor shipped
worshipped
gloh nian
the passover festival and the chinese guoh
come from the same vein
and it has been as a sacred ordinance
forever with the tradition of the israelites in memorial of the
passover
evidently the various similar customs and traditions
pact iced by the chinese as well as the israelites explained very
practiced
pacticed
definitely that there was a period of cross cultural
fertilization between the chinese and the israelites in early
history apparently the israelites arrival in china was in the
latter part of the zhou dynasty but before the birth of
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confucius
haifeng area of henan
the israelites settled down in the kaifeng
provinnce
provinnee
provience
nee in central china with the israel communities and
nce
Provin
villages in chinese accounts the israel communities consisted
of families with seventy different surnames
and they built
synagogues having their own scriptures which were based on the
five teachings of moses according to the chinese writing of
KAIFENG
ISRAEL RELIGION RESEARCH
10 the
t
genealogical
israelites had kept their genealogical records until they were
influenced by the chinese they changed their surnames and
adopted chinese surnames in the 13th century AD professor
Ch
wolfram eberhard has
indicated in his writing
chinas
cainas
inas
minorities yesterday and today that the israelites or jewish
people reached the yellow river basin perhaps before the 9th
ath
century AD most of the israelites
the jewish people were
businessmen and entered china through siberia
gradually
kaifeng
the israelite immigrants settled in the haifeng
area and developed their own style of israel communities
sometimes referred to as the jewish communities and lived their
own way of
of whether they went through
life regardless
siberia silk routes or any other paths they entered into china
haifeng area of chinas henan province
their settlement in the kaifeng
was a historical fact
while in the 16th century AD
the jesuit missionaries
arrived in china they heard about the israelites jewish
communities and not only visited the area but also studied a
great deal about those israelites and their communities the
reports of the jesuit missionaries indicated that although the
israel or jewish communities still kept their own religious
faith and their ministers could still read their own scriptures
imi ted 11
yet their social circles had become very Ilimited11
limited
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through
the
israelites
evidence that
already assimilated with the
marriages were
the majority race of
indigenous people of the han chinese
european
and
scholars
ip
american
10
addition
china
commented upon returning from their visit to china at the end
of the 16th century AD
that there were only few israel or
jewish scriptures left
and the people of the israelites were
already completely assimilated by the chinese race after the
the west could no longer hear anything about
16th century AD
the israelites in china
marriages changed the unique features of the
mixed
surnames changed the social
israelites the adoption of chinese
consqupntly after the 16th
consquently
identities of the israelite people a consequently
in
people of no
nodifferent
century AO
AD the israelites became
different
comparison to their physical appearance and social identities
professor wolfram eberhard pointed out
with the native chinese
Ch
in his writing
minorities yesterday and today that
chinas
cainas
inas
in the history of mankind china was the only place where the
assimilated with the
israelites were peacefully and completely
persecut
perse
cut i on
persecution
native race of people without suffering any persecute
the key to the success of the assimilation was the
apparently

there was
racial
inter
interracial

1

13

ample

by the early
these street names were given
kiven
kven
israelite settlers the native chinese had referred to the
hat moslems because the israelites in
israelites as the blue
bluehat
the early days always wore blue hats in order to distinguish
so the israelites were
themnselves from the turkish moslems
known as the blue hat moslems
to the native chinese there was no way to distinguish the
jews from the israelites the jews from the arabs and the arabs
from th
consquently the israelites were given the name
thee turks consequently
as the
ifeng
in the early days of the Ka
kaifeng
haifeng
blue hat moslems
century
tury
the study of races became a popular
since the last cn
turs
academic subject the jewish communities its proper name should
be
the
also became a noticeable
israelite communities
terminology in sinology and chinas kaifeng
haifeng is no longer strange
to the academic world consquentlyv
consequently
consquently in order to study the early
haifeng
kaifeng
ifeng the blue hat moslems
became
israelite communities in Ka
the subject matter in research the popular knowing blue hat
moslems were also referred to as the seven blue
hat moslems
bluehat
because they adopted seven chinese surnames into themselves

alley

as
mixed marriage and the adoption of the native ways of life
well as that of native chinese surnames
thus a couple of
thousand years later the israelites had totally and completely
lost their original racial identities and their characters of
appearance and became chinese
leo gabow an israel nationality spent more than seven
years studying the history and historical traces of
the
12
israelites in China
china12
the result of his studies has been noticed and collected
by the hoover institute of stanford university
research data
and accomplishments have been preserved by the institute
the
data show that the date of the israelites arrival in china was
600 BC
possibly in the latter part of the zhou dynasty 500
500600
13

someof the data shows that the possibility of their arrival
some
220 AD
206 BC
in china was in the han dynasty
haifeng area
other data indicated that their settlement in the kaifeng
was a natiola
multi racial cosmopolitanism leo gabow in
nationa of multiracial
order to find the factual data for furthering studies of the
israelites in china in may 1983 went to china and visited the
haifeng area he interviewed
in the kaifeng
communities
israel or jewish conn
unities
quite a number of people of the descendants of the israelites
unfortunately although they knew that they were the descendants
of the israelites they have no knowledge about their ances
ancestorial
toral
ancestoral
history however some of the israel customs still remained in
haifeng area such as the practice of circumcision andthe
the kaifeng
14
ete 14 .14
picking out of meat
muscles before eating etc
meatmuscles
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i s
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account the so
siems because of
moslems
blue
hat mo
th
this
called seven bfue
bluehat
socalled
their adopting seven chinese surnames into themselves is
from the records of the inscription of ancient
different
monuments found in the kaifeng
haifeng area which indicated that there
were seventeen surnames chinese surnames
of the israelites in
the early kaifengs jewish israelite communities

thene
there are still more than two hundred people nowadays in the
haifeng area known as the descendants of the israelites but
kaifeng
differs not much from the han majority
their physical appearance
haifeng are
chinese besides some of the streets in the city of kaifeng
still named as religion scripture alley and muscle pick out
14

perhaps
besides the above mentioned israelite communities
is worthy to notice that in 1957 the chinese government sent
it
an expeditionary team of explorers with the mission to discover
the takla maka the largest desert of the world which is located
Xin jiang province of china
stan the xinjiang
in the chinese Turki
turkistan
the
expeditionary team found in the central part of the takla maka
han chinese people these newly
desert a large group of non
nonhan
discovered people had already lived in the takla maka desert for
more than a couple of thousand years they had no knowledge of
bow
the date of their ancestors arrival and didnt even know how
long they had been lost in the takla maka desert they had no
knowledge that there was a world beyond the takla maka desert
due to chinas isolation in 19501s
1950s the discovery was not
revealed to the rest of the world to scholars in racial
studies inevitably rises the question that if these people are
not of chinese racial origin then what is their racial origin
are the
theyy the lost tribes of israel
the WORLD JOURNAL has made some interesting comments
regarding the assimilation of the israelites into the chinese
you and most of you
one day
race as follows perhaps
the
youthe
chinese may find that you have assimilated blood o0 f the
israelites although the chance may be rare but not aat all
18
impossible
perhaps it was why only five years after the
early pioneers
four
reached salt
lake valley in 1852
missionaries were called to work in asia three of the four
missionaries were called to china
mekay with hugh J
half a century later president david 0 mckay
cannon traveled to the region of manchuria korea and beijing
in the forbidden city
the very political center of china
cannon came to a
mckay with hugh J
when president david 0
grove of cypress trees a reverential feeling came and a presence
seemed to be upon them they were sure that unseen holy beings
were directing their footsteps there at peking in the heart of
the world they offered
the most populous nation in
the
19 the spirit had strongly impressed presidedicatory prayer
prayer19
dent david 0 mckay and hugh J cannon and they felt that their
prayer was accepted by the almighty his spirit gave approving
testimony and at the same time revealed for their comfort and
20
blessing some things which should transpire in the future
cat ion
in 1949 three decades after president mckays dedi
lon
dedication
of china for the gospel elder and sister matthew cowley with
president and sister henry W aki and president and sister
hilton A robertson were sent to continue the missionary work in
china due to the turmoil of chinas civil war it was decided
that hong kong would be the headquarters for the work of chinas
1949 the southern far east
mission on the loth of july
mission which is the continuation of the chinese mission was
commenced and on the 14th day of the same month the mission was
officially opened the first two missionaries
elder H grant
heaton from utah and elder william K paalani from honolulu
of february 1950 the
arrived in the mission field on the 25th
mission was interrupted by the korean war but it reopened on
august 23rd of 1955 and elder H grant heaton was chosen as
mission president to reopen and preside over the southern far
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regardless of the number of surnames of the
the existence of the israelite communities
israelite immigrants area
was not an imaginary story
but a
kaifeng
in chinas haifeng
mixed married
historical fact and these people were scattered race
are also
and eventually assimilated into the chinese
undisputedly historical fact

nevertheless

15

macao vietnam thailand
kong
east mission which oversaw hongguam
er
aftl
the
thirty years afta
after
the philippines and american
presently
reinstitution
lon of the southern far east mission
reinstitute
reinstitut ion
missionary work has been rapidly developed in the region of
southeast asia there are respective missions in singapore
thailand the philippines and indonesia after a study the
writer has found out that all these above mentioned events are
closely related with each other and guided by the almighty hands
certainly from this we can see that the lord works in
mysterious ways for his
glory to bring to pass the
immortality and eternal life of man
in connection with the southern far east mission and the
various missions in the respective nations in southeast asia one
cannot help thinking of the diversity of the racial origin of
asla and the permeation of the chinese
asia
the people of southeast asiaand
a
immigrants among them the so
called overseas chinese
socalled
through inter
great portion of them
racial marriage have
interracial
assimilated into the various indigenous people in southeast
asia thus it becomes much easier for us to comprehend why
the various missions in the nations of southeast asia are
derived and developed from the southern far east mission
by the same token
it becomes much easier for us to understand
why the peoples republic of china cancelled all the cultural
exchange programs with the US excepting BYU and also the
Ziy angs visit of
zhao ziyangs
noticeable event of the chinese premier BYU
hawaii campus
the
the polynesiarn cultural center and the byuhawaii
who
picture of these events has enlightened us to the
wholistic
listic
missionary implication of the restored church not only to
china but also to the entire pacific and asian rim indeed
the house of israel was scattered together again before the
god hath
which
second coming of the lord jesus christ
spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets since the world
.21
living in
21
peoples
these
began
regardless of
heathendom or believing in heathenism through missionary efforts
of the restored church the lord will bring them out of spiritual
darkness to know god is and jesus christ is the redeemer of
the lord revealed to the ancient prophet
all mankind 1 I as
am sought of
them that ask not for me I am found
isaiah that
I1 said
behold me
behold me
of them that sought me not
unto a nation that was not called by my name because of that
they have the assimilated blood of my covenanted people of the
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nineteen persons had joined the church at kula and he
subsequently felt impressed to go elsewhere
elder keeler was in
keanan
keanae
kesnae the only way in was by horseback the afternoon of elders
cannons arrival they obtained a meeting house and preached
this was on a wednesday and from that time until monday were
counselling
the
constantly speaking baptizing confirming and co
unselling
bapti smas
baptismal
during that time there were upward of 130 baptismas
people
and all
the spirit of the lord was powerfully poured out
2
rejoiced I never enjoyed myself so well before in my life
and eight months of missionary labors on
after three years
several islands george Q cannon was released and returned to
Ai
whereas no one had greeted him and his nine companions
america
nerica
when they had arrive
arrivedd a few years before the members of the
church were counted in the thousands when he left many came to
the boatside to bid him godspeed and aloha
in 1855 another young man was destined to become intimately
associated with the history of the hawaiian mission joseph F
smith though only 15 years of age came to the islands with the
unusual blessing that the language would be given to him as a
he
gift and that he would perform a mighty missionary labor was
exhibited with reverence his missionary certificate which
saved from a fire although the book in which it was being
preserved was completely burned
years later two former missionaries were assigned the task
both were familiar with lale
of finding a gathering site
laie which
they
had recently been sold to a haole named doughterty who
learned was anxious to resell the property consisted of some
6000 acres
until the saints were enthusiastically
it was not long
gathering in laie A chapel was built overlooking the village
and the sea the building in the foreground was the first known
as
school house in laie
lale it was later used by avard fairbanks
his studio while he worked on the friezes that circle the top of
the temple
A
serious drought and lack of sufficient water brought discouragement
coura gement to the settlement joseph F smith who had already
played a very important role in the mission history returned
again to the islands as a member of the quorum of twelve he
surveyed the harsh conditions under which the saints were
living and heard of their discouragement and of their desire to

A GLIMPSE INTO THE EARLY HAWAII MISSION
AND OAHU STAKE RELIEF SOCIETY
A

slide presentation
by

da it on
lel a dalton
lei
leia
lela

early as 1843 four missionaries were called by joseph
smith to open a mission among the inhabitants of polynesia
they sailed from new bedford massachusetts in october of that
year after a long and tedious voyage by way of the cape of
good hope three of these elders arrived at the islands of tubuli
tubuai
one of the number died at sea it was the
1844
on may
intention of these missionaries to labor in the sandwich islands
but finding the natives of tubuai
tubuli anxious to have them stay they
remained and established the society island mission
the church history in hawaii begins in 1850 when hawaii was
called the sandwich islands and was little known except to
whalers and traders ten young men were called to lay aside
their work in california and come to these islands to establish a
mission
the missionaries took passage on the schooner imaum of
muscat
and after an unpleasant voyage of twenty days arrived
in honolulu on december 12 1850 none of the first missionaries
left a word picture of what he expected to find but we do have
th6ir surprise at the lush beauty of the tropical
records of their
i islands
blands
slands
this scene in waikiki welcomed the missionaries the spot
is now graced by the royal hawaiian hotel
the missionaries sailed to the island of maui because of
the indifference of the white people to their message five of
the original ten became discouraged and returned home or went on
to other fields elder george Q cannon and his two companions
felt this same discouragement but agreed that their call was not
in vain and if the white people in the islands would not relieve
recieve
them
then their duty was to carry the message to the native
ans
lans
Hawaii
hawaiians
hawalians
As

1

1

they began to mingle with these kindhearted people
they
made the acquaintance of nalima
calima nui who turned her home over to
them
hem and rendered every possible assistance in their work
writing of his experiences in kula near wailuku
Wail uku maui
george Q cannon said
As

1I

abandon

he is quoted as saying

do not
leave this
dear brothers and sisters
for it is the land chosen by god as a gathering
land
as well
place for the saints in the hawaiian islands
be patient for a
as in the islands of the sea
for the day will come when this desolate land
while
springs of water
will become a land of beauty

ng eatable was potatoes and molasses
thing
the only thl
thi
have never liked potatoes and molasses together since

I1 well recollect how I enjoyed a meal of
then
poi on one occasion at this time
had been grown
it
and packed some distance away in ki leaves the weather
was warm which made it sour and maggoty but the peomy
overr again and made it into poi
ple had cooked it ove
potato and molasses diet had removed all my fastidiousness about what I ate and I thought this poi the sweet1
est food I had ever tasted
1

1

laie

1

1
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will gush up
A large staff of missionaries necessitated the building of a
home and Lani
huli was the name given to this official missionlanihuli
ary residence in laie
wool ley arrived with his family for his
in 1895 samuel E woolley

second missionary term this time to preside
under his wise and
able leadership the sugar plantation was expanded and the missionary work in the islands continued to grow
the turn of the century brought new and faster methods of
transportation and to the great delight of the saints in hawaii
scannon
QC annon for the jubilee celebration of the
it brought george qcannon
opening of the mission
with him in this photograph are the
several members of his party including WW cluff who served
members of president cannons family are
here 30 years before
also shown as well as president samuel E woolley with his wife

child it is particularly interesting that at that early
date the hawaii mission already had members of the japanese
nume who
numa
origin on
katsunuma
the extreme right we see dr tomizo Katsu
onthe
anthe
had joined the church in utah
in front of him are his picture bride and their first child believed to be the first
japanese baby blessed in the church
the saints of hawaii began early in the mission history to
look forward to the erection of a temple on these islands
in
1915
joseph F
smith and a party of distinguished church
leaders arrived in hawaii for the purpose of selecting a site
president nibley tells a very touching story of an
for a temple
incident which occurred as the passengers disembarked
dis embarked
and

landed at the wharf in honolulu
the
native saints were out in great numbers with their
and beautiful flowers of every variety and hue
leis
we were loaded with them
was a beautiful
it
sight to see the deep
the even tearful
deepseated
seated love
affection that these people had for him joseph smith
in the midst of it all I1 noticed a poor blind
woman
tottering under the weight of about ninety
years being led in she had a few choice bananas in
was her all
her hand
she was
her offering
itosepa
losepa
calling ilosepa
instantly when he saw her
Illo sepa josepa
he ran to her and clasped her in his arms hugged her
and kissed her over and over again patting her on the
mama mama my dear old mama
head saying
and with tears streaming down his cheeks he
me na ohea
turned to me and said
charlie this is ma
ok
okam
okamaiu
okamalu
amalu
she nursed me when I was a boy
alu
aiu
sick and
without anyone to care for me
she took me in and was
a mother to me
oh it was touching it was pathetic
it was beautiful to see the great noble soul in loving tender remembrance of kindness extended to him
more than fifty years before
and the poor soul who
a few bananas
brought her love offering
to put in
josepa
the hands of her loved losepa
As

we

1

1

the able supervision of president woolley and his
engineers the temple gradually took shape and his son ralph E
a professional engineer
woolley
returned to the islands to
supervise the completion of the temple
to permit president samuel E woolley to devote his full
time to the temple and the plantation he was released as presi
under

dent of the mission in 1919 this is one of the last pictures
taken of president woolley with his missionary group at lani
huli he was succeeded as president of the mission by E wesley
smith son of joseph F smith
to honothe headquarters of the mission was moved from laie
late
lale
lulu with the appointment of E wesley smith although the
headquarters was moved conferences still continued to be held at

laie
late
lale

labor in
the land of his
inthe
birth and among the people whom he loved E wesley smith returned home with his family and was succeeded by eugene J neff
kamehameha day is celebrated properly by the parading of
hawaiian organizations here the relief society women are shown
passing the hawaiian electric building in honolulu
As missionary work continued to grow on the island of oahu
bahu
president castle H murphy organized a district council of twelve
local members to administer the affairs of the church on the
island this council did their work so well that the membership
on oahu was organized into a stake in 1935
president heber J grant and J reuben mark
clark
dark jr came to
hawaii in june of 1935 to effect the organization of the first
stake in the islands ralph E woolley was set apart as president of the oahu stake
ELIZA N SALM was appointed at that time as the first
president of the oahu stake relief society now laie
late
lale hawaii
in march 1939 the relief society presidency traveled to
stake
san francisco by ship then by bus to salt lake city in order to
aprie
april general conference when they arrived at the
attend the apri1
bus station no one was around to meet them but before they knew
among them were former missionit many people had gathered and
aries who served in hawaii shown by the bus are sister salm
luke kinolau second row helen
lydia colburn a counselor and luka
and sister fong hing
alama
charlotte purdy a counselor women
quilted in work
during the time of this presidency the
some lauhala mats were made but quilts were made by
meetings
everyone and the missionaries always returned home from their
labors in the islands with hawaiian quilts relief society
languages
language3
lessons were still taught in the hawaiian language3
this photo taken in 1941 shows the stake presidency the
president of the temple and the presidents of the japanese and
hawaii missions with their wives
the construction of the tabernacle was begun in may 1940
president david 0 mckay and bishop joseph L Wirth
wirthlin
ild and their
lid
iid
wives came for the dedication
as the mission home adjoining the tabernacle was
Malama koa
malamakoa
affectionately called was widely known by the servicemen of the
II
servic emans home during world war 11
church as a servicemans
TYAU was the second stake relief society
MARY K
president
shown here on the front row fourth from left she had previously
served as the primary and MIA president for the mission lydia
colburn was marys first counselor and she states that mary was
very precise and accurate in fulfilling her responsibi1ites
responsibilities
responsibilites
to her
S
h0
always went the extra mile
she
sister tyau was called
woolleys
leys administration in 1942 and
position during president Wool
woollens

after three

and a

half years of

performed in the cultural program windows of the world
there
were eleven wards and branches and all wards held a second
session of relief society in the evening for the benefit of the
sisters five held classes in the samoan language and four in
tongan
in january 1974 the stake name changed from OAHU STAKE to
LAIE HAWAII STAKE in a churchwide
church wide effort to designate stakes by
cocat
lon
location
locat ion
former presidents were honored at a special program under
living past
the direction of lela
leib
all
leia dalton in march 1976
presidents but one were in attendance ANNE RIVERS EUGENIA
LOGAN
LYDIA COLBURN counselor to sisters SALM
MARY THOMPSON

served until her death which occurred following a stroke
suffered while attending relief society at the tabernacle in
she

march 1949

stake relief society presi
1951 shown here are eliza
dent and served
100 2nd counselor annie doak secretary sister Kau
ah loo
kauhini
bini
hinl and
hini
lydia colburn 1st
ist counselor
the centennial celebration commemorating 100 years of the
church in hawaii was held in august of 1950 with president
george albert smith attending
the saints from hilo sent 150
large orchids made into a lei for him but it was too heavy to
wear so it was arranged on the
pulpit 4 fifteen hundred guests
thle pulpit4
pulpits
attended this event and more than 1500 leis were presented to
arriving guests the reception was sponsored by the stake relief
society with sister kauhini in charge A relief society bazaar
poi supper entertainment and
end general meetings were some of the
5
events which celebrated this occasion for several days
dayse
days5
the fourth president MIRIAM KNAPP is shown seated in the
homemaking leader
says
center
of this
irene cannon
photograph
these blouses were made from mens shirts we
wanted to teach the women that something could be made from what
we wanted to teach the women
was already mens shirts
that
something could be made from what was already on hand the
entire stake board modeled their sewing accomplishment
members of the relief society worked at the welfare storehouse every week assignments brought to the storehouse from
the wards one day included 47 rolls of lauhala 14 quilts and
11 layettes
lay ettes
the oahu stake ccovered
bahu with stake
overed the entire island of oahu
meetings being held in honolulu
the first division of the stake
was effected on august 28 1955 20 years after its organization
at a session of conference under the direction of president
joseph fielding smith the honolulu stake was now created
succeeding presidents of the relief society from 1955
through june 1969 were EUGENIA LOGAN LILY KAMA MARY MAHIAI
ANNE RIVERS and BETTE
SKINNER here we see the singing mothers
chorus in their spring concert of april 1968 with sister skinner
seated in the center A tribute was given to former stake president howard B stone who had recently passed away
RITA H STONE served from 1969 to 1973
during this time
the wards in the stake repeatedly achieved 100
visiting
teaching a commendable record A marked increase in attendance
was noted due in part to the holding weekly second sessions
long remembered events were annual visiting teaching conventions
and cultural nights
A select group of singing mothers is shown
having performed
during the january 1970 oahu stake conference under the direction
of judith dick with adele feinga as the accompanist
MARY
H
THOMPSON
IBOMPSON served as
president during the years
1973 1976 this is the stake board as it existed in 1975
some
19731976
of these women you may recognize as most of them still reside in
area
the laie
visiting teacher conventions and stake cultural nights were
again highlights of these years
shown is the stake chorus which
was the third
from 1949 through

KAMAILI KAUHINI

LILY KAMA RITA STONE and MARY MAHIAI who
and KAUHINI
reminiscing
came from california especially for the occasion
i ster
S
early days the relief
logan recounted that in the
sister
society sisters literally had to climb mountains to do their
TYAU

hukilau as a
birth of the rukilau
visiting teaching she told of the
thebirth
source of income which provided entertainment for the tourists
at old laie bay until recent years 6
on april 18 1976 KAPUA SPROAT was sustained as president
released to serve as the first
and less than a year later was releaed
campus

president of the relief society in the newly organized
BYU
byuhawaii
hawaii stake
LA M
WAITE
LILA
1977 LI
the next appointment was in january of
became president during this time the IWY convention election
was held in honolulu and participation from the sisters of the
stake was strong
tongan samoan and tahitian languages were now eliminated
from classes and all sisters were combined into the english
speaking class with the teachers encouraging all language groups
to be involved in their discussions
our next president was born on molokai she was an airline
stewardess who attended BYU in provo where she was converted to
the church in 1962 she was married in the hawaii temple in 1966
and on november 4 1979 JUNE OZU became the stake relief society
president during her term of office new precepts and additional
positions on the board took place as directed by the general
board
at our stake conference held february 22 1981 our prophet
returning
spencer W kimball and his wife were in attendance
from a trip to the south pacific it was at this conference
president
that JEANIE BRADSHAW was sustained as the next
august 1960 and

bradshaw had joined the church in korea in
sister
came to this country in 1964
1981 is pictured
sister bradshaws stake board of tenure
was the visit of
highlighting sister bradshaws
general president barbara B smith in february 1982 sisters
of a special conference
island wide were able to reap the benefit
my sister
at the conclusion
which focused on the theme ashes
shes
the internaof the meeting
sister smith was escorted through
ethnic cultures
tional display prepared by sisters of the many
represented in the stake and presented with a gift from each

g

group here she shows her willingness to try out
of mats while board member fane harris looks on

a tongan bed

month long
the following month sister bradshaw attended the monthlong
celebration in salt lake city commemorating the 140th anniversary
of the founding of the relief society organization
she took
with her many flowers from the islands and made four lovely
bouquets which were on display in the relief society building
two thousand baby vanda orchids from our stake were handed to
visitors at a reception she is shown with the relief society
general presidency
at the division of the laie hawaii stake on january 16
1983 sister bradshaw a member of the newly organized laie north
stake was released and PATIOLA TAUFA was sustained as the
pros
pres
president
ident
some of the events which took place during her first year in
office were the march anniversary program which featured A
portrait of emma written and directed by londa chase with an
effective look into the life of emma smith first general
president of the relief society
professional homemaking
degrees were awarded to approximately 80 women at a stake meeting
summer 1983 for completion of certain requirements in the
in mid
midsummer
homemaking area special firesides were held in the tongan and
samoan languages
at the end of the year the stake family
relations seminar enriching family life was carried out with
workshops of outstanding topics dealing with every possible need
in our homes
since this the first stake in these islands was organized
in 1935
samoan
sixteen sisters of hawaiian caucasian
japanese
korean and tongan ethnic background have served as
president of the stake relief society the faces and races of
hawaii fascinate all comers to the islands and everyone asks in
yes we
oe form or another
does the melting pot really melt
can truthfully say
in this sisterhood organization IT REALLY

2
3
4
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the relief society portion is an excerpt from the history
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preserve an account of this organization the relief society
photographs I gathered over a long period of time the earliest
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of which
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to lydia colburn
the
photo of mary tyau I owe to leruth tyau and the stake board
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SERVICE

1910 1912
19101912

half way between the arrival in 1830 of the first
Cb
missionaries from the london missionary society which
christian
ristian
under a different title numerically still dominates religious
penega near
in samoa and the opening of an LDS temple at pesega
life very
spot where he and his companions remodeled the frame
the
cottage that served as missionary quarters today when every
young
ablebodied
able bodied worthy young man is expected to serve a
expectationss and those of the church itself have
mission their expectation
undergone drastic modifications at the same time as the world in
the
which they serve has also shrunk and altered and finally
pesence
self realization of its
pesente of the church in samoa and the selfrealization
members have signigicantly
significantly altered and grown since my father
reluctantly and prematurely left the mission field in april 1912
before this departure there had to be an arrival and
before the arrival the preparation which like all beginnings is
really a contribution
day saints anticipating their
back in 1846
the latterday
latter
under the
imminent exile from the embattled city of nauvoo
quorum of twelve apostles as interim leaders of the church
rushed to practical completion the temple their martyred prophet
had led them to begin on february 22 of that year a large
gathering of the saints had assembled in the main hall of the
when suddenly a frightening noise stirred them to
temple
the
then president 6of
temporary confusion
brigham young
approximal
approximately
approxima
tely

IN SAMOA

by

dean BF
bfarnsworth
arnsworth

english
nonenglish
first non
I

words possibly the first words in any
0 o te
110
language that 1 learned were ito
alofa 0 lua and 1I learned
that they were beautiful words also as far back as I1 can
remember one collection of souvenirs and mementos moved with my
muchmoving
much moving parents and their growing family and were prominently

the

11

displayed on var ious tables shelves or cases until 1981 when my
89
year old mother 36 years a widow died and they were divided
89yearold
among her children
these consisted of beautifully figured tapa
a wooden bowl filled with various shells and beads larger
glossy shells
such as conch and murex
cowry
and cones
delicate coral of several varieties fans of feather and palm
leaves a ceremonial wooden knife an object of bamboo and rattan
we were told was a pillow
a large album of brownish personal
photographs and an additional volume of commercial photographs
captioned in german and english with such phrases as boat race
on kaisers
birthday
or A catch of
apia looking east
abia
indeed a different worldly
here was
worldl this collection
turtle
finally included a missionary journal on iits
t s flyleaf in fine
flowing longhand on opposite upper corners was inscribed elder
burton farnsworth
beaver city utah november 22
1909
and
joi
jol
samoa january 15
penega
s i piva pesega
jhisi
jeisi
on the verso he
1919
1
had optimistically written journal 1 1l
samoa thus has always seemed to me near yet exotic a
place and yet a time as remote as my fathers youth in tthis
his
I
would like to suggest how a mission to samoa
discussion
modified expanded
and directed the life of one particular
early twentieth century missionary my father how his mission
earlytwentiethcentury
suggests the nature of missionary life in polynesia a decade into
the century and how the church of jesus christ of latterday
day
latter
saints fared in those distant days in a political world probably
no worse than this but very different
the first objective is more
olore than family history although I
revere my father as a man and a model
when burton kent
farnsworth died suddenly of cerebral hemorrhage in october 1945
he was an official conference visitor to the stakes of the north
west as a membe
member
bember of the general superintendency of the young
mens mutual improvement association of the church he died very
literally in the service of the church As we shall see his
professional career which culminated in over twenty years as
director of secondary education for the state of utah having
been president of the northwest association of schools and
colleges followed directions he very likely would never have
foreseen or taken had he never served a mission to samoa nor
taught at mapusaga school on tutuila nor at least three times
penega or as conference president
served as mission secretary at pesega
for upolu
th
naiure of missionary
thee second objective to recall the nature
es his service
life nearly threequarters
three quarters of a century ago plac
places

quorum wrote of the event

attended a meeting at the temple the room was
crowded and a great weight caused the new truss floor
while settlito settle nearly to its proper position
ng an inchboard
inch board or some light timber underneath was
the sound of which created great
caught and cracked
alarm in the congregation and some jumped out of the
philo
windows smashing the glass and all before them
farnsworth smashed the northeast window while others
ran out of the doors and many of those who remained
jumped up and down with all their might crying oh oh
as though they could not settle the ffloor
loor fast
oh
ioor
ohl
enough but at the same time so agitated that they
1I

1

did2

1

knew not what they dida

further one man who jumped out of the window
both
nashed his face another broke his leg
broke his arm and mashed
ithfu I
jumpers including
apparently
the ffaaithful
were apostates
a r as I have
were unscathed As ffar
20
year old philo farnsworth
20yearold
discovered
this is the earliest recognition of my family in the
philo and one older sister and brother
modern church history
cormons
Mor mons
had been disowned by their father when they became mormons
hen
they all moved westward from nauvoo with the saints and tthen
the
scattered to help wefound several different settlements underphilo
great colonizer
learn from family pedigree charts that
newly founded town of
taylor farnsworth was living in the newlyfounded
Utah when his son franklin dewey was born and that both
fillmore utahwhen
franklin and his father lived in beaver city to which philo was
he

adds

1

1
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sent as bishop in 18563

when

his grandson burton kent was born

this third generation

mormon

missionary journal with the
very parochial background

1909
december 15
there 23 days or there abouts
this
estimate turned out to be accurate the continuation of their
voyage from suva to apia began on wednesday january 12 1910
adding this period of travel to the slowand
siow and discouraging period
slow
of close to six months needed for language acquisition the
three year or longer foreign mission of 1909 or the two and one
threeyear
40s with no formal language
half year mission of my day the 140s
training and no missionary lesson plans may not have contributed
appreciably more actual missionary service than the organized and
month call of today
carefully supervised 18
18month
president william A moody met the missionaries at apia
abia
saturday january 15 1910 the love of president moody and his
elders continued beyond their missions and the former mission
president accepted the request of our family nearly 36 years
funeral for
later to recount some of this mission history in the square
his former missionary in the assembly hall on temple
the missionaries presented their elders
arrived at apia
abiagerman
and
to the
authorities upon docking pay
certificates
duty in
were permitted to land with their
trunks and not
anyone familiar with assignments
fact they were not inspected
given new missionary arrivals today in most missions will
recognize the unforeseeable calls to labor in particular places
some new arrivals
like president eric shumway on arriving at
tonga many years later are whisked the day they arrive to remote
areas others are kept at headquarters for assignment there or
for orientation this is how it happened in fathers case his
hometown friend
elder shepherd was sent out father wrote
meeting and there were 15
in the evening we held an elders
elders from zion assembled it was sure a spiritual feast and
one to be remembered during the meeting we also received our
appointments and I1 was appointed to stay at headquarters with
based on
elder R M forrest I also received the name of kena piva
for
but soon had it changd
chanad to
the middle name of kent
hell fire january 15
beaver utah as the first word meant
1910
reveals that
this long entry for the first day in upolu
frequent as they
recounting of spiritual experiences
fathers
spiritual
were often used very conventional language such as
was his
and the like
invoke heavens blessings
feast
command of english inadequate
did he reach for conventional
language when such occasions occurred seeing this language as
heightened and more appropriate than his more homely if more
original expression these are questions no longer easily
but still appropriately raised not
answered in fathers case
missionary journals but also in testimony meetings it
just in missionaryjournals
has been a joy to me since I1 came to laie to hear many
speak about their religious lives because the
polynesians
reavely employ the cliches of their white brethren
speakers so rearely
foreign sounding names of the
the custom of adapting the foreignsounding
many
elders to comfortably familiar sounding ones continued
years
served me to have done the same in iran
it would have DEAN
is the farsi or persian word for
where my given name
instead I permitted
religion pronounced precisely the samemy surname
as something
the painfully humorous pronunciation of

burton kent farnsworth begins his
frank enthusiastic description of a

completing my course at murdock academy of beaver
1I
09
utah in the spring of 109
began working for myself
my only older
and living on the old farm with dennis
I1 lived there and worked in a brickyard un
brother
M
on august 1st
price hutchings and I1 who had been
til
ist
working together
took a notion of going out in nevada
we left beaver on the old owens
on a ranch
stage
with nine other passengers and arrived in melford in
evening after a dirty but nevertheless interesting ride
we left milford at 9 am
the 2nd of august and
we were out of utah
and before the day was finished
for the first time in my life

of one expedition to osceola for mail he wrote
there was
a shooting scrape went on in the lumber shack next door to us
which was the saloon
the mail brought
several letters
from father one asking me to come and go on a mission which I1
answered stating that I1 would be home on the 1st of october
prepared to leave on a mission
the first of october came and the boss took me to pioche
gave me money enough to come home on but could not pay my fare
to my mission so 1I returned home broke
most mission preparations in 1909 were not different except
in detail from modern
day preparation although in this instance
modernday
burton persuaded his best friend also to go on a mission and
both were called to the same mission samoa
we were given a farewell party at the opera house
and given 8000
80.00
8000 each two days later the first dated entry
we had a party down at bro shepherds and had a swell
reads
time returning home early
morning
this entry and many
subsequent ones suggest that in several respects missionary life
itself was less ascetic and less protected than today for
example
after reporting in devout language his first visit to
the temple and being set apart as a samoan missionary by apostle
francis MO lyman president of the quorum another entry of
we spent the time to good advantage
saw
some date reads
the same
a football game betweeen
en the U of U and ACU
to a
also
betwee
pa
parts
dance in the U of U
ts of four more days took them to rain
soaked seattle by train where besides visiting
the world fair
grounds they visited shows and dives of all kinds this I
take to be something of an exaggeration
they traveled by
since the railroad had been washed out
boat from seattle to vancouver BC from which they set out by
1909 for samoa
steamship december 3
eight days later they
reached honolulu which he called the garden of the pacific and
the most beautiful place he had ever seen
when on december 15
sea
they crossed the equator they had been travelling
tra velling 24 days
calm as a lake and looked more like the broad prairie than the
ocean
reaching fiji after one day short of
december 15 1909
a month from home
they learned that they were doomed to stay

1

1

1
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smeester farce
vorse
or simply meester
imeester
vorsell
like far corsell
the practice in
samoa ended during the presidency of earl stanley paul in the
early 1950s at the urging of elder matthew cowley who felt that
4
the identity of the missionary was lost through the practiced
practice4
practice
this first day at peseka also anticipated the final crisis
pivals mission life his new companion was already ill
pinals
of misi pivas
and although he seemed to recover at times a journal entry two
owing to ill health bro forrest has been
months later reads
released to return home and 1I have been appointed as mission
secretary until conference time march 4 1910
in all parts
of the world in 1910 there were still many diseases now cured or
controlled or prevented by vaccination inoculation or medicines
nevertheless
it was true that the missionaries in the tropics
suffered greater attrition from illness or disease than many
other locations and we are to learn that just over two years
mission would end as elder forrests had done
later misi pivas
bivas
As
conference president then at that distant time father
wrote
journeyed from vaovai to sauniatu over an extreme
ly difficult trail
the distance being about 18 mi
upon arriving at sauniatu I learned that bro and sister hinck had left for home owing to sickness and that
now mission president and
brother and sister jensen
wife were going to tutuila bro shepherd was coming
penega as secretary
I was
to pesega
bewildered and sadly
amazed at what I1 heard but pushed it aside as the in
evl table
evi
evitable
tabie
two days later he reveals the meaning of this strange
president jensen re
reaction
later in the day
eeived
ceived a letter from the first presidency asking him to release
me on account of my bad leg
so he too was
11
1912
march 9911
to leave the mission field like his first companion as a
consequence of an infection that plagued him the rest of his
life on march 9 1913 a year after returning home a journal
entry suggests that his problem began near the very beginning of
one of the most important things that happened
his mission
to me while in boise was that the scabs came off my sore leg and
after having sores for nearly three years it seems a blessing
indeed to be well again
returning now to that first saturday in upolu we read
another human detail brings the name of a mission member into the
journal for the first time that night we went over and slept
As
you have
1910
in mary ah mus house
january 16

1

1920

to the

of 1923

who
in the foreword
hwd already quoted
book ARMED WITH THE SPIRIT had
hid

end

to elder

this list
brewers
more extensively
in the decade between these two missions
duties had changed very little I quote excerpts from president
adams
list all items mentioned in this excerpt are recorded as
1

occurrences in

my

fathers

mission

put in time
schools
teach in one of our
on a church plantation eat almost exclusively
the native food
learn the native language
study pray and work
tramp about the steep volcanic rocky trails ride
sleep on a mat
in small boats and face seasickness
no pillow
be stationed as
on a stone floor
though it was called
branch president in a village
often wash own
conference president for my father
di
for a few become district
clothes no ironing
distriet
president
endure ridicule and some persecution
labor among four sectarian mission groups work all
day in rain and mud
then sleep on pebbles in steam-

striet

ing garments

1

5

president adams only implies what I am sure he took for
granted that these arduous duties included teaching the gospel
pe aching
exhorting
baptizing and sometimes rebuking and
chastising fasting leading musical activities sacred and
secular peace making and still more
with his rural background and training father did in the
line of duty many other things that are not specifically itemized
in president adams list
january 26 1910 I shoed a horse for president moody to
ride to sauniatu
february 17 I have just helped the dr make an operation
who had an abcess
on my companion
abeess in his groin it was a
abeels
he later
very painful cut
cuts deep and a bout 2 inches long
abcess as a bubo an infectious swelling of a
identifies this abbess
lymphatic gland
march 26
helped kill a goat at mary ah mus
aht
mus cow to give milk
ali mugs
ah
broke mary ahi
april 25
in the afternoon we ahe and his
july 4 at sauniatu
companionu
companioni
compani onU visited the cricket game
the missionaries and women
against the men we were victorious and all the men had to
dance
I
was sent
october 11 now at mapusaga
this afternoon go
to school
down on the work with about 15 women to boss they
in the forenoon and cut bush in the afternoon getting from
10 cents to 25 cents per
day
the following day he continued
my hands are all in blisters but
today we worked about 6 hours
one must either work or be eaten by misquototes sic
As time
passed and increasing facility in the language
english speakers more and more
nonenglish
improved communication with non
responsibilities appear let us brieifly trace this growth
have been studying most of the day on
january 20 1910
1

1

1

1

1

already heard from sister forester the name ah mu had become an
important name in the annals of the samoan mission and it was to
occur again many times in this personal record as it did also in
every extensive missionary journal or reminiscence of the time
was the mission
liow typical
flow
how
that followed that first
delicious sleep at mary ah mus how if at all did it differ
in writing of his own samoan mission over a decade later than
kari W brewer included a list of common duties
fathers byelder karl
given him
his mission president john Q adams served january

11

the language
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january 27 1 I went out visiting saints
how to count faasamoa
march 6 1910 his 20th birthday
today
1I ever
blessed the sa crement sic and I did

was

1

language

just short of three

arriving august

at mapusaga the new schoolmaster found
his housing pleasing but the school a disappointment
they were
splendid singers but I saw nothing else to flatter them on
august 4 1910
august 5
today I taught my first class which was the
highest and I1 found out then that we only had school four days a
week and then only half a day
dismissing at noon this is the
first report fromwasthe murdock academy graduate Ain iron works ona
month later in
to become his profession
teaching which
village three miles from mapusaga where he and his companion had
he
sought out the house of the
pule nutu
nuu
nulu or chief magistrate
already identified himself as a successful teacher the missionaries he said had been there only a short time when a big
samoan came in and they had us going some we thot sic he was
a
teacher and my heart was in my throat half the time soon
westt
however we found out that he was a native governor over the wes
end of tutuila and had just called in on a journey to pago
he asked if any of my boys were then down on the coat I sent up
and had kupa come down
and from 7 until about 11 oclock we had
a lovely time
polotics
politics sic and
talked school gospel
ive
bed in the house
education
that night we had a splendid
september 9 1910
and much respect was shown us
the interlude of teaching at mapusaga lasted only another
month for at the conference held there october misi piva had a
long talk with president mcbride following which he felt quite
penega
sure enough
he
impressed that he was going back to pesega
1 I was
wrote
reappointed mission seet
seelt and was to return to
sect
upolu with the company when conference was finished october 24
1910
pesega he made the ddismal
i ma I
reviewing the records back at penega
summary
they had not
in looking over the books I1 found that theyhad
been copied since 1I left
the cash account lacked nearly
a thousand marks of balancing
1910
november 8
is not
it
mission
completely clear how many times father served as
secretary but it is certain that he served at least once under
three different presidents and while branch president or conferpenega over the upolu Conf
evence he was
ence president at pesega
confevence
conference
repeatedly returning to help with the mission records twice with

alone and learned

1

it

pesega march
at penega

the

time
firstsamoan

1

in the

1

today was
my
ffirst attempt at presiding over services in the samoan
language president moody said I1 did fine but I1 can hardly talk
at all and I1 had to preside and lead
singing
the
1 I
march 20 a week later
could see a great improvement
so far as 1I know I1 made no noticeable mistakes
over last sunday
while last sunday I did nothing noticeable but mistakes
march 24 1 I1 went to visit saints and forgot my book so I1
had to trust to another source and I1 had a lovely visit with
months

13

1

h em
them

As

the

interaction
became more
culture shock

language barrier at least partially disappeared
members
nonmembers
with samoan families both members and non
i rst
came considerable
direct and personal at ffirst

visited

1

families of saints and three who
1I saw more of samoan
were not members
and malife
nners than I have seen before
but I saw more necked
ness sic
and filth than I ever care to see again
wp
we

9

1

march

8

1

1

1910

11

later the empathy of belonging appears in this
touching incident
july 22 M elder tangreen was called to
the hospital where one of our saints had a very sick baby but
A

few months

so on the day following
before we got there the baby was dead
we prepared a funeral
conference president A jensen and 1I
dug the grave and at 2 pm we held services
never before had 1I felt nor imagined the pangs of parents
was the baby of
when laying their baby in the grave
this
john ie ah mu
johnie
1 I1 am
may 19
beginning to pray faasamoa the work here
is progressing and we have several gospel conversations every
day
henceforth reports of sermons of 15 minutes or more in
samoan or of teaching in samoan appear such as this

last night

we

visited

in apia

the

1

year
end reports
yearend
what were the social and political circumstances in samoa
affecting the members and missionaries just before world war 1I
more than the rest of polynesia samoa seems to have protected
and preserved its ancient social structure up to this time
despite the arrival and domination of foreign missionaries or
foreign naval or military administrators some samoan customs and
traditions made acceptance of the gospel at times fairly simple
such as large numbers on occasion even a whole village respondImata
matelill as reported in detail by
matai
ing to the conversion of their matei
W
following the partition of the islands
karl Brewer
brewer6
brewere6 alsogermany
tiie
tile
st r ide the
the samoans took in stride
between the US and
onerous status of being nominally independent but really foreign
he i r
own
fashion
controlled they made celebrations in ttheir
rom thi
thl
thiss journal
acknowledging foreign chieftains as we see f rom
fie
fle
lle german
eenntry
1910
ten years ago today t he
t ry
march 2

of the
was not at
man

of the church but he
we starhome
but a house of nonmembers were there
on them and as one would get enough they kept
ted in onthem
anthem
leaving until only a poor sick old woman was left so
a half hour gospel sermon
we tried to cheer her with
then leftt them feeling that we at least tried to
may 16
1910
preach to them
house

was a member

3

lef

the end of july sufficient independence was achieved to
result in a major change elder hogan and president moody came
president moody told me to prefrom tutuila this morning
pare as quickly as possible and go to tutuila and take charge of
july 31 1910
the mapusaga school
by

24

government

into possession of these islands and in honor of
the event we have just finished celebrating three days
ail
all
AII
all
german
samoa
of the villages of
under the
rule met at mulinuu
and engaged in samoa marches
dances and other feats A samoan
dance is something very peculiar to us
each village have a
group to dance for them
they make all sorts of twists signs
and motions in their dances
description of the celebration
continues each village marched in in fine samoan style put
their f-ood before the governor and returned to their part of the
campus
the food was then distributed again
As we have seen father served as did most missionaries of
the time in both american and german samoa in the former he
ep licitly mentions pride at the various american developments of
the famous harbor at pago pago august 2 1910 and annoyance at
the interference with missionary work by occasional official
meddling both samoan and american september 9 1910
later
while he was conference president at upolu he accompanied newly
arrived mission president christian jensen on two fruitless
visits to the german governor who had forbidden the missionaries
and the saints to hold church in a specific village on a third
visit accompanied by a fellow missionary they were asked to
A
make a written statement and send it to the governor
fourth
with president jensen followed by appointment with the
visit governor
vice
dr
he writes
the decision was
schultz
that he hold no more meetings there at Sal
eoula
for the
saleoula
saleaula
present but wait until such time as the majority of the village
are willing for us to establish
he accused us of not being loyal to the government in that
we did not respect government officials we did not pay our taxes
to the appointed place and we did not perform the necessary and
customary law of going under oath each week he was not pleased
us so he asked us to make a
with us and did not mind telling
report of village and what we are aiming at in our work
february 27 1912
the following day apparently resisting the
official german decision president jensen and father sought
we found
but
assistance from the US consul
he writes
our only protection was personal safety and that we must submit
to german rule which he himself had to do
president R carl harriss SAMOA APIA MISSION HISTORY
HISIORY
1888
1983 records
18881983
that similar more extensive difference
continued throughout german tenure of the islands for example
schools were to be taught in german though no elders spoke
german
parents in the church and parents of many nonmember
non member
chil dern who attended wanted their childers
childern
childers
dern to learn english
chil
childern
there was stubborn noncompliance
samoa
in both american
and german
officialdom was
autocratic and seldom held the welfare of the samoans as their
first priority with respect to american samoa
technically
the island did not belong
to the united states by any legal
1166 the germans were forced to leave western
act before 1929
samoa
war I
conse quene of world
as a consequene
consequent
the new zealand
protectorate then established extended 1962 when western samoas
new constitution as an independent country went into effect
came

returning to the social harmony or dissonance between samoan
honored
consider the time
funeral
timehonored
life and the church
when father arrived
arrangement
conventional burial always
the
took place
but the mourning customs raised controversy
multiple feasts associated with death and mourning were looked
upon as unusual but tolerable practices
ter
after
for example af
day nearly to exhaustion father had just returned
traveling one
1 I was
penega
he writes
met
in the street before I
to pesega
and was asked
reached home telling me of a death in our branch
I
had to do nearly all of the
to hold funeral services
singing all praying and preaching and to oversee the burial
I had scarcely attended a funeral from start to finish so I
ect
act
however after the baby was
found out I had my hands full
we returned
to the house and a big feast was
hurried sic
prepared and all seemed as happy as could be accept sic
johnie and I sic
perhaps this is not very different from our
on another
own practise except
in the tone of the gathering
1 I
asked the meaning of the
occasion he was invited to a feast
feast and was told that it was in accordance with a a samoan
feast
custom that when some member of the family died they had
of mourning and were supposed to be in mourning for six months
then have another feast and break the mourning this feast was
As one old woman left the
table she said
tabie
to end the mourning
now were all happy and there is
thanks for such a good meal
burials were
april 15 1911
nothing more to feel bad about
marriages were occasions for great
followed by public feasts
and prolonged celebrations
other social issues arose especially
president perennial issues
during fathers period as conference presidents
ment
reinstatement to full
disfellowship
infidelity disfellowshipment
divorce
fellowship as with funerals the young missionaries were called
raced
faced in their
to act in circumstances
circumstamces they had not previously faded
own culture often
led by humility and faith they seemed wise
beyond their years sometimes what they saw repelled them for
example following a funeral service
father accompanied the
As we neared the
family and the corpse to the family cemetery
cemetery several halfdressed
half dressed women distant relatives of the
came out and stampeded before us rending the air with
family
this
unhuman yells and the earth with their feet and hands
conduct was horrible and heathenish in the extreme after the
internment we hurried away but they remained for a feast as is
their custom at death march 25 1912
the
As time passed an urgency seemed to fill the journal
i s its
vvisits
alone or with companions on foot or horseback to the
almost wistful as
scattered saints and branches are occasionally
if the writer were set apart in more than a priesthood role not
once had he mentioned his own illness later the family learned
boils
that he had suffered prolonged illness probably malariaunhead
I i na
unhealing
n9
which still plagued him when he was released and the unhea
sores already mentioned perhaps they were the reason for such
an entry as the following the saturday before he determined to
penega and
explain to mission president jensen
return to pesega
him
conditions as I saw them just before the decision to send
we had a lovely
ride by sea to
home
march 8 1912
we were
pleased to
macaila
malaila a distance of about 50 miles
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

196

1

1

25

the saints and after a good breakfast we went out
fishing all the natives hustled out and fished while 1I walked
enjoing the beaktiful
around enjoying
march 2 1912
beautiful island scenery
according to president harriss history 2852 missionaries
had come tto0 the mission from outside samoa by mid
1983 my
mid1983
father was literally only one among thousands about the 210th to
arrive his journal is also one among hundreds at least for
missionaries then and now kept and keep journals his missionary
journey may be a representative glimpse of the growth of a young
man in knowledge of the world of human life and of the gospel
in courage
in tolerance
and in faith
the basic pattern
repeats itself each generation only the externals change but
the externals changes are phenomenal
today one can leave
salt lake city or the missionary training center in the morning
and be almost anywhere in the inhabited world the same day and
samoa along with tonga as brother lung has reported is fully
covered with stakes of zion
meett
mee

wi
with
th

NOTES

this journal currently in my possession is a s ewn
journal 6 34 x 8 12 with a cardboard and paper cover cloth
15
1

signatures of 10 sheets
reinforced spine and corners of
making a volume of 300 pages
the mission record covers 120
pages generally very legible in black ink on pale blue lines
subsequent references will be made by date in parentheses in the
text or quoted with the date
2
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AHMU

AN EARLY SAMOAN

rubina rivers

by

latler

LATIERDAY
LATIER
LAIIERDAY
LAIIER
latner DAY SAINT

unbaptized several years
it should be noted that
the incident differs in its fine points not the basic plot
my immediate family story suggests that ahmu was a buddhist
i but ed
because he put great stock in his social position he contr
contributed
weekly to the maintenance of the local pastor by providing him
with a generous sunday basket of food apparently one week the
houseboys were late with the offering peeved
the pastor sent
though

forester
I became a mormon on
july 4 1948 significant not because
it is a celebrated american day but because it is my birthdate
date
birth
birthrate
and because I adopted by baptism and confirmation
on a clear
tropical day in pesaga
besaga western samoan the mormon tradition of
my great
grandfather ahmu
greatgrandfather
ahmu according to three family versions was born in china
the favorite account told in the oral style of polynesian
legends
dead in the amur
relates how he was found floating half
halfdead
river which forms the boundary line between manchuria and
he was r evived
siberia rescued by a kind
hearted captain
kindhearted
ahmu

1

ahmu was furious he
the boys back home with a petulant message
It
eelt
ff
betrayed and dishonored it so happened that as he stormed
feit
in his house a typical thatched dome with no walls he saw two
white men passing by on the road calling to the houseboys he
instructed them to hasten to the street and invite the strangers
to partake of the food
an accepted samoan custom
the two
mormon missionaries welcomed the hospitality which they returned
by preaching the new mormon religion
from that day ahmu became
a patron of the mormons sheltering them and providing care in the

1

cared for

then adopted by him and given the name

ahmu

in

he was

1

remem-

best polynesian manner
A like version told by oliver
ahmu a son by ahmus second
wife states that ahmu attended the methodist church As was the
custom in the village in which ahmu resided the pastor honored
every week the biggest contribution to the plate
because ahmus
parishioners
parisho ners refused to pass
name was announced each time
the parishoners
he disavowed himself from the
the plate to him consequently
church at the same time these events were occurring the mormon
missionaries were proselyting in the area they called upon
ahmu who was still smarting with anger seizing an opportunity
to regain a religion ahmu adopted the mormons and became their
benefactor
percy rivers a grandson of ahmu through his only son john
from his first wife recounts that the incident occurred on a
to take the
saturday
it seems that ahmu sent his teenaged son pastor
the
usual food offering to the london missionary society
john got on his horse and took the parcel a food basket
son
over to the pastors residence
the pastor was in a bad mood
bring
when john presented himself at the back of the house
that here and lets see what you have after the pastor looked
into the basket he picked it up and threw it out what do you
mean by coming with this food just on a saturday what about
in
monday
tuesday wednesday thursday and friday
sunday
samoan the meaning is
do your parents think 1I should tie a rope
around my neck and hang myself on a breadfruit tree while I wait
so john retrieved the basket of food
here for food from you
got on his horse and returned to his father upon hearing what
30 d
had happened ahmu decided the pastor could not be a man of god
having heard that there were american
and do such a thing
missionaries in town preaching a new religion he sent his son on
a horse and buggy to fetch them the missionaries came and held
and the most wellknown
well known
in peseka
their meeting in ahmus house
rom
center for mormonism in samoa was encouraged may I read f rom
the book published just last year 1983 when the samoan temple
I quote from the SAMOA APIA MISSION HISTORY
was dedicated
1983 pages 94 and 95
1888
18881983
penega mission home was to be
the land which the pesega
built on had been given to the church by ah mu

brance of his deliverance
A second version recounts that he was a homeless orphan
who
approached a certain skipper in hong kong and begged to be a
cabin boy
because the captain divined that he was a very
smart boy he was given a berth on the ship
the captain taking
a liking to the lad saw to it he was well taken care of
the third rendition tells that he was born in canton and
that he grew up on the waterfront at the age of twelve he left
on an english merchant vessel he became a
to seek
eek his fortune
he possessed a british passport speaking on his
british citizen
arrival in samoa only english having forgotten any chinese
the story of ahmu is consistent in the next phases of his
life he lived a sailors life it is said during his travels
in the pacific he diversified his talents learning the skills of
a wheelwright blacksmith and carpenter
he had a special gift
an inborn sense of businessmanship
business manship one day while his ship was
at dock in apia
abia western samoa he set his sights in a new
marryi
direction by marrying
marrai ng the first of his three samoan wives
there
he remained until his death at the approximate age of 56
ahmu gained property and prosperity first
in the wagon
business and then later in a taxi service his wagons were
pulled by 4466 horses the flat beds for hauling goods for
the german firms
others with seats for transporting local
passengers and for carrying sightseers whom he picked up on boat
days

1

because he could not read nor write ahmu kept most of his
business accounts in his head this he did until his oldest son
john my fathers father kept books for him
ahmu
when his family increased
a
two story
twostory
fine
built
pesega on the outskirts of
house in german plantation style in penega
apia
ione
lone
lore insists that he raised the union jack on a
abia the family tore
flag pole directly in front of his house everyday he kept busy
with his horses
borses his wagons and his family he greatly enjoyed
taking tourists to view the falls behind apia
abia to try the sliding
rock and
ind to enjoy the cool mountains
the family legends do not
ahmels
indicate when the incident occurred that rallied ahmuls
ahmus support
cormons
Mor mons the stories only reveal that
and resources around the mormons
when ahmu did so he remained faithful to mormon leadership even

1

1

27

first
members who

which was the

church

throwing stones and sticks on the roof or they
would loudly call out disparaging remarks most of the church
members became familiar with the arguments and were able to call
forth gospel principles to refute the hecklers
pesega of ahmu was basically bush land
the original penega
according to ahmus grandson isaac rivers the family had a small
peri meters the cows procattle herd which grazed within its perimeters
viding milk for young children there were pigs to butcher and
chickens to pluck coconut trees dotted the ground and taro
patches lay cool in freshwater ponds whether he was cooking for
his family or supervising the workers attached to his household
ahmu worked tirelessly
he never cared for standing still
perhaps that is why he moved from horses to carts to wagons and
his children to motorcycles to cars to taxis
in the samoan mission records between 1897 and 1900 there
are references to ahmu

gatherings

of a long line of strong
bear the ah mu or rivers

surname
ah mu migrated to samoa from shanghai in
mainland china and married a samoan woman by
the name of talaesea
Tala esea when the early missionaries came he befriended them and over the
years they lived in fagalii
penega
and he
fagaiii and pesega
often extended kindness and material help to

there are many accounts by different
mimus place
ssionaries
sion aries of having gone over to ah mugs
to use his horse drawn cart or ah mu giving
them

them food

helping them when they were
helping them out of some kind of

or ah

sick or ah mu
trouble
there is a deed

mu

signed by ah mu which attests to the legal
transaction between ah mu and the then legal representative of
the church in samoa
ali
edward J wood as he ail
ah mu transferred
into possession of the church for the sum of loo
1.00
100 this piece of
property comprising of little over an acre on october 17 1898
for perpetual jurisdiction by the church as long as the land
would be used for church purposes
still quoting from SAMOA APIA

sunday

years distance
from these events we see that it was providethrough this generosity
ntial that ah mu would
make this land available
it was the first of
several pieces that eventually were purchased by
not only for
church
this land made it possible
penega mission home
the church to build the first pesega
but also in subsequent years has provided a location with the purchase of other parcels for other
mission homes for a large high school and finally a temple which is the culmination of a long
on or near the original ah mu
of
series ofbuildings
buildings
property
standing

87

ahmu built a two
story structure
twostory
which was his
hi s residence
according to

february

21

1897

elders cluff and jeppson spent the day at vaimoso
penega
and
before
with the old converts
adjoining pesega
returning succeeded in baptizing the head of three families
and children and iosefa
losera
viz fanene and wife ah mu wife andchildren
a graduate from the LMS leulumoega
Leulu moega theological seminary
as
the elders having made arrangements to visit regularly
is done in all branches the prospects are bright for an
early increase in that locality of the church
monday july 4 1898
ah mu had gone out in his carriage and brought in the
Helles
heiles
Helle
hellesoels
heile
helie soes
hellesoes
sisters who were at mr helies
oels
wednesday july 6 1898
ah mu and ah chini with their families went and surprised sister reid on her birthday they took flowers
oranges ducks etc
etc
july 12 1899
mu

MISSION HISTORY

in perspective

by

and good old ah

tuesday

pesega property
the penega
lie notes
lle
he
his son oliver ile
that additional rooms were constructed as ahmus
family
increased this house was later taken over by the church the
downstairs used as a chapel and the upstairs as living quarters
for the missionaries in this tropicstyled
tropic styled building there were
verandas all around which were used as classrooms during sunday
percy rivers
a grandson of ahmu and the first stake
school
on

june

19

penega
of pesega

1900

special benefit of johnnie ah
mu
ah mus son who was troubled with what was thought to
be an incurable abscess on the left side of the body bepenega saints were instructed
fore the fast was broken the pesega
how they must be free
from ill feelings and by uplifted
upon
hand they witnessed they had forgiven each other
being administered to johnnie felt much relieved and later
A

president and regional representative for samoa suggests that
penega was the first real church meeting house in the samoan
pesega
be acknowledges fagalii as the first mission
islands although he
headquarters
some 0o f those early meetings some surrounding
during
villagers who disagreed with the mormons would disrupt the

walked

tuesday

fast
mugs

was

held for the

upstairs

december 25

1900

after the meeting they feasted at ah mus
just this past week dean farnsworth of theI english faculty
I
wou d
to
me

shared
28

his

hents
fat
herts
fathers

diary

with

1

1
aou
would

like

read

pago
rago
pagot
at tuasivi yago
ragot
pigo pago
pese
mapusaga
anusaga and sauniatu we return now to further efforts with mission homes at pesego
apusaga
pedego
chente
to capture the full extent of this story we must turn back to the year 1885 whente
whent
III 144 mtvhomes
having briefly shown the work done on the
111mission
LH

acture
icture
picture

1

11

below was takeno
taken

MINE
abne

A

sw

NO

10

4

great grandfather and
from burton kent farnsworths writings
tuesday may 17 1910
references to

my

last

sunday we accompanied ah
and had a very hice
bice time
nice

june

18

members
mu

up

of his

good
more

family

to the plantation

1910

november 12

to

now

were

feel bad about

happy

and

for such a good meal
there is everything to feel good about
thank

to the long severe illness of brother ah mu we
elders at peseka together with the ah mu family held a fast
rpm after the administering to him they
for today until 5pm
asked us to stay to supper which of course we did we enjoyed a very nice meal with the family on the kitchen floor
owing

meal

1910

president mcbride and I left peseka to spend sunday in
fasitoatai we hired ahmus cart and took bell
I would also like to quote from W
karl brewers book ARMED
WITH THE SPIRIT
missionary experiences
experiencs IN SAMOA page 116
joet
joe creighton
was part
english and part
sio joel
va i ahmu
samoan
was the daughter of a
vati
vali
his wife vall
penega
gave
who
so
well to do chinese
trader at pesega
welltodo
much property to the church
1962 1965 I had the privilege of teaching at
in the years 19621965
penega school in western samoa built on the land given by my
pesega
great grandfather again let me quote from the SAMOA MISSION
1

1

1

HISTORY
HISIURY

photograph shows the beautiful
this historic
we are not sure when the home was
home of ah mu
actually constructed but we do know that ahmu kept
horses and a number of different wagons and carriages and was trader and business man in a numincluding
ber of different kinds of enterprises

transportation

at
standing
the
the gentleman
bottom of the steps is thought to be ahmu and those
family
standing at the veranda are members of his
this home stood almost at precisely where the front
entrance of the new temple is today
I
would like to conclude with a story from burton farns
worths missionary diary
I
was asked the meaning of the feast
at ah
mus
uls and was told that it was in accordance with
als
samoan custom that when some member of the fama
ily died they had a feast of mourning and were
then
supposed to be in mourning for six months
have another feast and break the mourning
this
feast was to end the mourning As one old woman
thanks
for such a
left the table she said
1

1

30

you

there
now

is

nothing

were all

happy and

THE

historical
BYUOF

founding of the church college of hawaii

ORIGINS OF THE GOALS
HAWAII
HAWAI1I CAMPUS

THE MORMON

by

robert ajoy
ojoy

the first group of mormon missionaries arrived in honolulu
1850
the next day after
from california on december 12
resting from their long journey they climbed into the hills
above honolulu there they built a crude altar from a few rocks
A
and dedicated the hawaiian islands to missionary work
is now located in the lobby
beautiful mural honoring this event
of the church college of Hawaii
hawaii33
these first mormon missionaries found very little success
among the haoles
whites in hawaii some of the missionaries
hables
eventually became discouraged and returned home the youngest
missionary in the group george Q cannon decided to stay and
Hawaii ans he learned the hawaiian language and
work among the hawaiians
started to teach with great success the restored gospel
the decision by george Q cannon and the other remaining
to preach among the hawaiians proved to be
missionaries
inspired
the members of the church of jesus christ of
that the polynesians are a branch of
latterday
latter day saints believe
4
they came to the hawaiian islands from
the house of Israel
israel4
israela
america by ship in approximately 55 BC over the years they
knowledge about god and began to worship false
lost their
of the polynesians will
deities mormons believe that many
the restored gospel and join the church of
eventually accept therestored
jesus christ of latterday
latter day Saints
saints55
the success of mormon missionaries in converting large
numbers of polynesians to the LDS church and the conviction
that they are a branch of the house of israel who need to be
re taught their lost beliefs were major factors in the eventual
ia 6
hawal
founding of the church college of Hawaii
hawaii6

the leaders of the church of jesus christ of latterday
day
latter
saints have long been advocates of education the reason for
this is that modern LDS church scriptures support education
and learn
learning1
learnings
learningi
learning
ingI1

because of this belief in education for all members the
church has had a history of establishing schools in areas lacking
adequate private or government institutions2
2
for example the
institutions
church of jesus christ of latterday
day saints has operated both
latter
elementary and secondary schools when they have been needed in
hawaii samoa tonga tahiti and new zealand

mekay president of the church of
july 21 1954 david 0 mckay
jesus christ of latterday
day saints announced the intent of the
latter
church to establish a college in hawaii
the site selected for
the college was in laie hawaii
on the north shore of oahu
approximately thirtyeight
thirty eight miles from honolulu groundbreaking
services for the new campus were held on february 12 1955 and
in september 1955 153 students enrolled and attended classes in
temporary buildings
the new school was named the church college

on

of hawaii and began

first

its existence

as a junior college

permanent facilities were completed by december
1958
in july of 1959 the third and fourth years were added to
make the college a fouryear
four year institution offering the bachelors
degree
the church college of hawaii continued to prosper as a
liberal arts college with a strong vocational emphasis

the

on september 1
1974 the church college of hawaii was
renamed brigham young university hawaii campus
dr dallin H
oakes president of brigham young university in provo utah
was
named head of the school and dr
dan W andersen was named dean
and chief administrator in hawaii
in 1976 dr andersens
was changed to executive vicepresident
vice president and in 1979 to president
to better express his actual duties on the new hawaii campus of
brigham young university

lale

LA
LAIE
IE

knowledge of the commitment of the church of jesus christ
of latterday
day saints to learning and the early development of the
latter
LDS church in
hawaii is necessary to fully understand how the
objectives of BYU hawaii campus evolved
A

the

some

LDS

OF THE

LDS

CHURCH

IN HAWAII

significant events took place during the development of

church

in hawaii which

paved the way

for the

THE GATHERING PLACE

i6

the success of the early mormon missionaries in converting
large numbers of hawaiians to the church of jesus christ of
in the opinion of
soon made it necessary
latterday
latter day saintsleaders
to establish a gathering place the
LDS church
purpose of the gathering was to establish a place where members
of the church could live together and strengthen each other
economically culturally intellectually and spiritually
land was first leased on the island of lanai where a members
member
of the church settled because of the dishonesty of
how evers
named walter gibson however
evert this settlement was soon lostof
gibson was excommunicated from the church of jesus christ
of
was
that
all
discovered
time
at
it
that
day
saints
latterday
latter
he
the church land on lanai was in walter gibsons name and
young
president
brigham
ownership
of
it
to
return
refused

title

development

missionaries

eventual

31

promptly

FA

sent

two

former hawaii missionaries

to locate a new gathering place
and approximately 6000 acres of land was
church in 1865
hammond

george nebeker and

laie

was

purchased

selected
by

the

president young immediately instructed elder nebeker to
organize a group to colonize laie he recruited mechanics
farmers and other experts in utah who went to live in laie
care
was taken to pick family men who had been missionaries in hawaii
and could speak the language
word was sent throughout hawaii
that members of the church could find a home in laie when they
arrived they were given the use of leasehold land large enough
to build a house and to grow much of the food they needed for
their families in this way laie gradually became the gathering
place for members of the mormon church in hawaii
this early period in the history of laie although a
difficult one for members who lived there is considered a time
of preparation for the eventual establishment of the church
during this time certain events took place
college of hawaii
that were of major importance in this preparation
FUTURE
FUIURE OF LAIE PREDICTED the early settlers of laie lived
two of the most difficult problems
through very difficult times
were a shortage of fresh water and the strong salt winds that
blew through laie killing much of what was planted many of the
became discouraged and were about to leave A meeting
settlers
was held to seek a solution
attending the meeting was joseph F
smith a member of the first presidency and a future president of
the church he listened to the problems and then spoke to the
group
his answer to the problems and the desire of some to
leave came in the form of the following prophecy

brothers and sisters do not leave this land for
this place has been chosen by the lord as a gathering
place for the saints of the church of jesus chirst

my

of latterday
in hawaii nei
do not complain
latter day saints
because of the many trials which come to you
because
of the barrenness of the land
the lack of water the
scarcity of foods to which you are accustomed and
poverty as well
be patient
for the day is coming
when this land will become a most beautiful
land
water shall spring forth in abundance
and upon the
barren land you now see the saints will build homes
taro will be planted and there will be plenty to eat
many trees will be planted and this place
and drink
will become ver
dent
the fragrance of flowers will
verdent
verdant
and trees which are now seen growing on
the air
fill
the mountains will be moved by the saints and will
grow in this place near the sea
and because of the
great beauty of the land birds will come here and
sing their songs
and upon this place the glory of the lord will
rest to bless the saints who believe in him and keep

his

commandments

and there are some in

this house

will live to see all these things fulfilled
which I have spoken from the lord
therefore do not waver work with patience
continue on stand firm keep the commandments and
also the laws of the gathering and you will receive
greater blessings both spiritual and temporal than
may the
you now enjoy or have enjoyed in the past
lord be with all of us 8
joseph F smiths prophecy inspired these faithful members
day saints to stay and to
of the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter
continue the work that would lead to the eventual fulfillment of
the promises made to them many of those who were at the meeting
lived to see these things come to pass the work of these early
in bringing about the fulfillment of this prophecy was a
settlers
major step in the development of laie their sacrifices led to
greater economic security and greater spiritual growth the
theirr
work toward the accomplishment of these goals made it possible
for other important events necessary for the fulfillment of all
the purposes of the gathering to take place
who

1

I1

cannons then a member
george Q cannon
of the first presidency of the church returned to hawaii to take
part in the jubilee celebration of the founding of the hawaiian
he predicted that a temple would
while in hawaii
mission
eventually be built in laie this came to pass when the site was
dedicated on june 119 1915 by president joseph F smith
the temple was dedicated on
construction began the next year and
grant
1919 by heber J
then president of the
november 27
church during the dedication president grant predicted that
many people would visit laie and be inspired by this place the
temple a magnificent structure with grounds that are beautifully
landscaped became one of the outstanding tourist destinations in
9
i i
hawa
hawaii
was the role the temple
of greater significance however
played in the spiritual lives of members of the LDS church in
and asia the building of the ffirst
hawaii the south pacific
LDS temple outside of the continental united states in laie
made this small village the center of spiritual
life for this
part of the world it made the development of a higher quality
full
of spiritual living for church members in laie and
of
achievement
this particular goal for the gathering
THE MORMON TEMPLE

in 1900

possible 10
possible10

HAWAI
THE CHURCH COLLEGE OF HAWAII
haual 1I

the purpose of the gathering was to establish a place where
members of the church could live together and strengthen each
other economically culturally intellectually and spiritually
much progress had taken place in the economic and spiritual
32

development of laie due to the sac
i th
sae
aaith
r i f ices and fffalth
of the
sacrifices
people me
the fulfillment of president joseph F smiths prophecy
about the future of laie and the building of the hawaii LDS
temple were important events in this progress
intellectual development as has already been stated has
always been an important goal of the church of jesus christ of
day saints
latterday
latter
it should be no surprise that it was an
important goal of
the gathering
economic and
spiritual
development in lale
laie made intellectual growth in harmony with the
restored gospel possible

aschel
what
ischel zangwell had
1uu1
children all thrown into pot
and coming out ameriaptly called the melting
emotion and tears came
my bosom swelled with
cans
and I felt like bowing in prayer and
to my eyes
thanksgiving for the glorious country which is doing
han
but more than
so much for all these nationalities
that when I realize that these same boys and girls
have the opportunity of participating in all the
blessings of the gospel which will transform the
american into a real citizen of the kingdom of god
I feel to
praise his name for the glorious privileges vouch
safed to this generation we held short
vouchsafed
services in the school room in which all american
hawaiian japanese chinese filipino participated
as though they had belonged to one nation one country one tongue
america and the church of christ will truly
may god hasten the
make of all nations one blood
13
accompiished13
day when this is accomplished13
accomplished
because of this choice experience elder mckay saw that the
people in laie had progressed sufficiently in meeting the goals
of the gathering that a college would eventually be needed for
them to be able to advance further he also believed that the
bould serve not only the many races who now lived in
college sould
weli
weil
well
11.14
hawaii but the entire pacific as we
04
1114
well04
the building of the LDS temple established laie i nas the
center of spiritual life for members of the church i the
pacific the eventual building of the college would further
growth and establish laie as the center of
assist in spiritual
church of jesus
intellectual development for members of the world
15
in this area of the world15
christA of latterday
latter day saints
event
beautiful mosaic honoring this important historical
building
is now located above the entrance of the david 0 mckay
the campus like
on the campus of the church college of hawaii me
1

1

1

THE VISION OF THE CHURCH COLLEGE

the first school in laie was started by one teacher in 1873
who taught only english
after eight years the hawaiian mission
took over operation of the school they appointed a missionary
principal and teachers me
the staff developed a typical elementary
curriculum and operated the school until 1927 when it was taken
over by the territory of hawaii
it was at this small elementary school in 1921 that elder
mekay later to become president of the church saw the
david 0 mckay
vision that a college would eventually be established in
Laie
la i e 11
lale
laie11
elder mckay a teacher by profession attended a flag
raising ceremony at the church school on the morning of february
7
1921
he described what took place and the lasting impression
it made on him in a talk thirtyfour
thirty four years later

little

group of students were hawaiians
in that
Hawaii ans
what do you call them
hables chinese japanese
haoles
we listened to each one
portuguese andpi
filipinos
and pi 1ipinos
pipinos
a representative from each of these groups
pay tribute to the stars and stripes as the flag was pulled
up there on the flagpole and all vowed allegance
gance
allegiance
alle
that ceremony brought tears to my eyes
truly the
melting pot
but more impressive than that was our
assembly in the old chapel that stood by
there we
met as members of the chu
reh of jesus christ hagai
church
hawal
hawai

the temple

japanese chinese filipinos all the races represented on this island
there we met as one members of the
church
the restored church of christ
what an example in this little place of the purposes
of our father in heaven to unite all peoples by the
gospel of jesus Christ
christ1212
further understanding of this important event can be gained
by studying a quotation from elder mckays diary for monday
february 7 1921 the day the ceremony took place
looked at that motley group of youngsters
and realized how far apart their parents are in
hopes aspirations and ideals
and then thought of
these boys and girls
the first generation of their

many

thousands of visitors every year

TEACH ALL GOOD THINGS

ians

As

attracts

place
early church leaders dedicated laie as the gathering
the original purpose of
for the many races who live in hawaii
the gathering was to establish a place where members of the
live together and strengthen each other
church could
vally
pally
and spirit
spiritually
intellectually
culturally
economically
economic and
considerable progress had taken place in the president
david
in laie and
spiritual development of athe people was
necessary for further
college
0 mckay believed that
he also believed that the original goals of the
advancement
LDS
gathering place should be expanded the building of thecenter
of
temple in laie established this small village as the
of jesus christ of
spiritual life for members of the churchfounding
of the church
in the pacific the
latterday
latter day saints which
became a reality on september 26 1955
college of hawaii

1I

33

further assist in spiritual growth and establish laie as
the center of intellectual development in this part of the world
the goals of the gathering needed to be expanded president mckay
believed to prepare the residents of laie for this role of
church leadership and service16
service 16 these expanded goals were not
new to president mckay an
anddother
other leaders they had become a part
of LDS doctrine as early as 1832 on december 27 1832
joseph smith
in a statement mormons believe is scripture
inspired by god instructed members of the church as follows
and 1I give unto you a commandment that you shall
teach one another the doctrine of the kingdom
teach ye diligently and my grace shall attend
you
that you may be instructed more perfectly in
theory in principle in doctrine in the law of the
gospel
in all things that pertain unto the kingdom
of god that are expedient for you to understand
of things both in heaven and in the earth and
under the earth things which have been things which
are things which must shortly come to pass
things
which are at home
things which are abroad the wars
would

13

he

told president reuben

D

law to always bear in mind

the following charge as he proceeded with the new college

the students must be imbued with the fact and be
led to feel the most important thing in the world is
the gospel and that observance of its principles in
their lives brings happiness and joy in this life and
further joy progress and exaltation in the life

21
hereafter
hereafter21

elder marion G romney added additional understanding about
this goal when he made the following statement in a talk about
the church college of hawaii
a 1 function of th
thee church
the peculiar educational
education
even in its schools
does not lie in the
however
area of secular learning
it lies as already indithe
cated in the field of religious education
churchs mission is now as it has always been to
22
teach the restored gospel of jesus Christ
christ22
the most important goal for the church college of hawaii as can
be seen from these two quotes is to teach students the gospel of
jesus christ and an understanding of the importance of living its
principles to their future success and happiness

and the perplexities of the nations
and the judgments which are on the land
and a knowledge also of
countries and of kingdoms
that ye may be prepared in all things when 1I
send you again to magnify the calling whereunto
shall
I1 have called you I
and the mission with which I1 have
17
117
commissioned you
you117
you17

the objective of church education
romney
according to elder marion
is to teach all truth in
light of the restored gospel of jesus christ this includes both
23 president
education23
spiritual and intellectual secular education
david 0 mckay separated
intellectual education into two
important segments vocational economic and general
I I
1
hawaii
in a talk given at the church college of hawa
president david 0 mckay said
students enter school primarily
we
lle
lie
ile went on to say
he
to gain economic or social advantage
must not underestimate the value of obtaining an education for a
livelihood president mckay further stated that education for
economic advancement is a good investment for the individual and
that is should be included as part of intellectual training he
believed however that the highest purpose of secular education
24
can be achieved only through general education
education24
2
the most important outcome of general education is the
same as spiritual education and that is to teach correct
principles president mckay said

intellectual developmentG

1

president of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints to referred to these verses on two important
occasions related
the church college of hawaii to explain the
purpose for which that school was established
the first time
was at the ground breaking and dedication services18
services 18 the
second occasion was in the dedicatory prayer for the new
19
buildings at the permanent campus
campus19
elder marion G romney
also cited these same scriptures used by president mckay
supporting his beliefs about church education as the source of
his own views on the subject elder romney now a member of the
presidency of the church
supp ported this concept of
suppported
first
education during a talk given in hawaii when he said the
objective of church education is therefore to teach the truth
ight of the restored gospel of jesus christ
all truth in the light
he also said that once a person learns sufficient truth it is
his duty to serve in church positions20
positions 20 it is clear then
that the church college of hawaii in the view of church leaders
was
established to help students develop spiritually and
intellectually and in so doing provide educated persons to
serve in leadership and service positions
development president david 0 mckay considered
SPIRITUAL
spiritual development of members of the church of jesus christ of
to be the most important goal for the new
latterday
latter day saints
college in a meeting in salt lake city utah on monday june

1955

david 0 mckay

1 1

1

it is principles and everlasting principles
not helpful hints but prinnot data not facts
ciples which the rising generation requires if it
is to find its way through the mazes of tomorrow
only through proper education can these funda
damental
principles become fixed and guiding
beings 25
influences in the lives of human beings25

34

president

believed that students who learn correct
principles consistent with the gospel of jesus christ and
who are obeying those principles will develop manhood
character and make noble men and women the world
needs them one man said the world needs men who cannot be bought dr
0 r sold men who will scorn to violate
truth genuine gold that is what this school is
going to produce26
produce 26

dedicate our actions in this service unto thee
and unto thy glory and to the salvation of the children of men that this college and the temple and the
town of laie may become a missionary factor influencing not thousands not tens of thousands but millions
of people who will come seeking to know what this town
31
and its significance are
are31
one of the major reasons for the establishment of the church
college of hawaii was to prepare persons to fulfill this prophecy
by teaching the gospel of jesus christ and elder ralph E
woolley made this clear to students at the school when he told
you will be the missionaries who go into the fields
them
fields of
leids
32
labor and preach jesus christ and his mission
3
president reuben D law understood that one of the major
goals of the church college of hawaii was to prepare persons for
service to mankind in a talk at the school on february 12 1955

mckay

we

leadership AND SERVICE A natural and intellectual development church leaders believed
would be to provide educated
persons to serve in leadership and service positions in the
church of jesus christ of latterday
day saints and throughout the
latter
world david W cummings in his book
centennial HISTORY OF
commented

LAIE

the eye of prophecy foresees
forsees a lofty destiny of
international sweep for laie learning and wisdom and
seers again
moral strength are nourished on its soil
and again have predicted that the youth who come out
of laie will wield a farreaching
far reaching influence in the
spread of liberty and truth among the nations rimming
the pacific27
Pacific 27
far reaching influence should according to church leaders
this farreaching
1
include
service in the church 2 teaching the gospel of
jesus christ 3 service to mankind and 4 work for world

be made
he

sincerely pray that our father in heaven will
bless every righteous endeavor of this college that
mayy develop in their souls a
those who come here ma
burning testimony and a desire to serve our fellow
men that we might always have a desire to enlarge
ourselves to learn not being content with a little
knowledge but to convert that knowledge into wisdom
33
to weave it into the fiber of our lives
lives33
mckay agreed that the college should develop
president david 0 mekay
men and women of high moral character who can go into the world
people
peohli would
and be of service he said that the value of these peopl
be as genuine gold
the world needs them they will not just
mckay said
serve as leaders in hawaii but everywhere president mekay
that the church had many good men and women in leadership
positions throughout the united states and that they were
recognized for their fine moral quality and as an influence for
good he stated that this is the kind of person the church
college of hawaii is going to produce ones who radiate an
influence that is the very best of the blend of spiritual and
intellectual ideals that the college had been charged to

wooi ley vice chairman of the board of
wool
elder ralph E woolley
trustees for the church college of hawaii
in an address to
graduating students at the school on june 1 1957 made it clear
that it was their duty to serve the church he instructed them
I1

to

to your homes and into your wards and your
branches wherever it may be
to ask the bishop or the
branch president for an opportunity to give of yourselves unselfishly for the advancement of others who
28
havent had the opportunity that you have had
had28
back

34
teach
teach34

elder marion G romney supported this same view in a talk given
at the church college of hawaii on december 17 1958.29
195829 it is
clear from the statements of these two church leaders that a
major goal of the college was to provide educated persons for key
positions in the church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints in

mckay attended a flag raising ceremony at
elder david 0 mekay
it was
the church elementary school in laie on february 7 1921
from this experience that he envisioned the need for a college to
be established in laie to serve the people of hawaii and other
came
experience
also
from this
areas of the pacific
inspiration for one of the major goals for the new school As
the flag raising ceremony progressed he became very interested
in the different races represented at the church school he
ans japanese portuguese chinese and
hawaiians
observed americans Hawaii
in hawaii
filipino children many of the racesnew represented
country As he looked
united in expressing loyalty to their
4

hawaii and other areas served by the school

the mission of the church of jesus christ of latterday
day
latter
saints according to elder marion G romney has always been to
teach the restored gospel of jesus christ to all of the
30
president david 0 mckay
world
in a statement mormons
world30
consider to be prophecy made the following prediction

comment

I1

peace

go

this

2

35

at this group of children he realized how far apart they were in
hopes aspirations and ideals and was impressed with the sense of
united that seemed to bind them together when the flag raising
ceremony was over the group moved into the old chapel where a
devotional assembly was held there they met as members of the
church of jesus christ as latterday
day saints
elder mckay
latter
understood that the source of the unity that brought these
different races together to live in relative peace and harmony
was the restored gospel of jesus christ he knew that what was
taking place in laie if duplicated on a larger scale could make
a significant contribution
to world peace the memory of this
event was a lasting one for elder mckay
four years
thirty
thirtyfour
later when he was president of the church he
be commented about
the experience in a talk in hawaii by saying what an example in
this little place of the purposes of our father in heaven to
president
unite all peoples by the gospel of jesus christ
mckay believed strongly
that the gospel plan as revealed by
our father in heaven through his son to the prophet joseph
is
the only plan by which the world by obedience may obtain
peace during the same talk
in a statement that mormons
consider to be inspired he predicted that
from this school
you will go men and women whose influence will be felt
141
tell
lii
lol
loi
for good toward the establishment of peace internationally 135
35
president mckay believed that this prophecy would eventually be
fulfilled by leaders who have been educated at the church college
of hawaii as they serve in church positions teach the gospel of
jesus christ and serve mankind
36
mankind36
THE COLLEGE SHOULD BE creditable
president david 0 mckay
instructed president law in a meeting on november 4 1954 that
the new college should be
thoroughly creditable on november
1
1954
he reaffirmed his desire to have everything about the
school substantially built and a credit to the church
seven
months later he again emphasized the importance of this goal when
he said
the college must be fully creditable in all instruction
37
and activities
in the dedicatory prayer for the permanent
buildings at the college on december 17 1958 he asked god to
bless this institution that it may hold the respect of sister
educational institutions and wield an influence throughout the
world for good in all educational ci
38
from these
reles
circles
quotes
there can be little doubt
that president mckay
considered this goal to be of utmost importance for the success
of the college
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momoa
missionaries in baptizing 2344 converts in somoa
president melvin butler of tonga with his 210 missionaries
gleaned 2261 convert baptisms almost all of the missionaries
in an
are local saints missionary interest in tonga re
resulted
suited
church owned liahona high school in
historic achievement at the churchowned
tonga I understand that for the first time in school history
100
of the approximate 120 graduating seniors either have been
of a call
called as full time missionaries or are in the process
penega
I
am told that the church college of western samoa in pesega
enjoys a similar success in missionary preparation

time

statistical

i

ils
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it
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1

by
amlung
YM Lung
ymlung

1

report the progress of the LDS church in
and tonga for the year 1983
the casual visitor may not
notice growth but it
is nevertheless very evident from
stat istics
ristics
statistics
an honor to

meetinghouses

thought

Al
althought many roads in tonga have now been paved and
automobiles are a common sight in both countries the principle
in samoa and tonga continues to be
mode of transportation

TEMPLES

the most significant and noticeable change in 1983 was the
dedication of both the samoa and tonga temples president
gordon B hinckley dedicated the samoa temple on august 5 then
the tonga temple on august 9 much has been reported in church
magazines and newspapers about the dedications
so I will merely
summarize
opening of each temple to the public was dignified by
the top executive in both countries
the king of tonga on july
9
and the head of state in samoa on july 18
each temple was
dedicated in 7 sessions with 6600 attending in samoa and about
the same in tonga other general authorities were elders howard W
hunter marvin J ashton and L tom perry of the council of the
twelve elders william bangerter and john groberg of the first
quorum of the seventy and bishop H burke peterson of the
presiding bishopric since opening both long
longawaited
awaited temples
went into heavy patronage by local temple members over half of
the samoa temple sessions are reported full while in tonga
the
saints are performing about 5000 endowments per month this
amazing record almost matches production of the long
iong
longestablished
established
hawaii temple which is triple in size and enjoys very heavy
tourist patronage one interesting sidelight is that temple
garment sales in these country
es increased by about 400 in 1983
countries
countri

walking
therefore it is not practical to have
in most cases
two or more wards share a chapel this is reflected in the number
of meetinghouses provided for the members the end of 1983 saw
this
71 meetinghouse
meetinghousess in samoa for their 103 wards and branches
fhe
the number of meetinghouses in hawaii where the
is almost twice che
church is much more established all ten of the tonga stakes
qualified themselves in 1983 to have meetinghouse construction
mainly
under the new tithing faithfulness program of the church
only four of samoas stakes
due to reporting deficiencies
qualified this resulted in three new chapels either completed
or construction
construcion started in samoa for the year with tonga doing
major additions or
also there were eleven
eleven new chapels
remodellings
remodel lings to existing chapels in samoa and twelve in tonga
that represented an outlay of over 3 million in samoa and over
4 million in tonga

1

SUMMARY

struggle with cultural differences as
although
they cope with practices of a western civilization
continually improving skill levels of leadership and technical
functions are badly lacking nothing however daunts either the
pursuit of righteousness by these saints or their intrinsic
of god
blessed are the pure in
ability to feel the spirit god
to me that is the destiny of
for they shall see
heart
these choice children of the prophet lehi
samoa

membership

in 1983
each country grew in membership by about 2400
samoa ended the year with 40705 and tonga had 31723
however
there were three new stakes created in tonga one of them
encompassing the haapai
walapai island group with the addition of the
halapai
walapai stake all of samoa and tonga are now served by stakes
halapai
haapai
there are eleven 11 stakes in samoa and ten 10 in tonga
this compares favorably with hawaiis 13 stakes of which two are
BYU student stakes
one disconcerting problem with membership in
these two countries is the heavy immigration movements of its
members without proper transfer of membership records this has
re silted over the years in an alarming accumulation of almost
whos addresses are unknown
14000 records of members chos

missionary

strong

ACTIVITY

involvement
boosted by interest in the two
new temples
resulted in another successful year of missionary
activity in both countries president carl harris led 214 full
member

3b
ab

and tonga both
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WR HQFRXUDJH UHVHDUFK DQG SXEOLFDWLRQ RQ WRSLFV UHODWLYH WR
GD\
WKH KLVWRU\ RI WKH FKXUFK RI MHVXV FKULVW RI ODWWHUGD\
ODWWHU
VDLQWV LQ WKH SDFLILF EDVLQ DUHD
DQG
WR PDLQWDLQ ELEOLRJUDSKLF
UHIHUHQFH LQIRUPDWLRQ
UHODWLYH WR WKH KLVWRU\ RI WKH FKXUFK RI MHVXV FKULVW RI
ODWWHUGD\
ODWWHU GD\ VDLQWV LQ WKH SDFLILF EDVLQ DUHD
WR JDWKHU LQ FRQIHUHQFHV DQG ZRUNVKRSV WR WHDFK DQG WR
GD\ VDLQW KLVWRU\ LQ WKH
OHDUQ IURP HDFK RWKHU DERXW ODWWHUGD\
ODWWHU
SDFO
SDHO IOH
SDFL
SDFLILF
ILH
WR WHDFK WKRVH VNLOOV KHOSIXO LQ WKH JDWKHULQJ DQG
UHFRUGLQJ RI KLVWRULFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ
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